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Holland City News.
VOL. VI—

HOLLAND,

NO. 25.

DKIDSEMA J. M., Jt SON, General Dealers in
It Fnrniture A; Cofllns; Eighth street.See ad-

Gotland €itjj $cun$.
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

Orocsrisi.

PUBLISHED EVBHY SATURDAY AT

•
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Blacksmithshop

0. J.

DOESBURS, Editor and

TIMS

or flOBSOEIPIIONi—
12.00 pirjiarla iduio*.

Pnbliiher.

In

rear of Store; Eighth street.

$ 25®
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Will/

[ComcUd by the "IHuggtrMillt.)
Wheat, white H bushel ...... new $1 10® l 20
50
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three YJOONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Corn, shelled W bushel
Oats, 19 bushel .......
85
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Office and barn on Market street. Everythin"
Buckwheat, $1 bushel
60
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- Irst-class.
Bran, ^ ton ..........
16 00
lished without charge.
Feed. $Hon ...........
24 00
W 100 lb
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1 30
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z sig- ix Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck. 9th Barley. 100 1b...,
1 10
street, near Market.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Middling,?9 100 lb.
1 40
Flonr.|Tl001b.
4T* All advertisingbills collectable quarterly
Wagonankeriand Blackmithi.
Pearl Barley, $ l66 tti.’.V.’.V.V.V.V.V8 00
4 (X)
frioua

O

AA»

»

ui LllIUU

social gradation,

$iul loads.

ing

Chicago le Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken

Effect^

Sunday, June 2i, 1877.

Blacksmith

Shop. Horse-shoeingmid all kinds of repairdone. Eighth Street a few doors west of Rl>ver.

Train*.

“
“ “
“

Grand Rnpids.

* 10.15

Holland.

a.m.

| 1.15 a.m.
fo. 15 “ “

12.00““
p.m.

9.35

1

3.20 p.
# 2.30 p.

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15

“

New

“

'

1

m.
9.30 p.m.

|

1.05 a. m.

a.

&

Buffalo

Chicago.

f

5.10“ “
3.15 p. m.

*2.05

m.
m.

OSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
l-> in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
ing Goods.
TTORST,

V

4

p.

m.

00
25
15
fl 30
5 55
5 07
8
7
7

3

55

No. 2j
p. ra.

Oolnr
No. 8

South.
No. 1

p.

m.

a.

m.

1

45
18
23
58
35
55
45

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

50
40
50

Ferrysburg

2
2
2
8
3
4

Grand Haven
JPigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

40
15

45
15

guMeitf Hiwftaru.

'
Holland, Aug.

Mowing Machines* cor.

I0th<fe

.

Blendon,Mich., Attorney

O Law and Notary Public. Special atteotion
ter0ir^oof,xw'nd“"KUoM’
the Store of A.
Hoiks A Bros.
rPEN EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Office in Kenyon’a block, 2nd floor,

street.

Bakerlii.

"I)KS8INK, Q. J. A. Proprietror of City Bakerv
Confectionaryand cigar* ; Refreshments li
this line served on call; Eighth atraet.

l

Banking and Izoknn e.
T/- EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafta bought and told; cor. Eighth and
River streeta.
Barton.

GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng,hair-dyeing, etc., done at reasonable rate*. Barber shop next door to the City

U

Hotel.
Beeka ui tUtl aery.

TT'ANTERS,L. T. Dealer in Books, SwtlonIV _ery, Cigars, Notioua and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth atreet.

ui

“Wage

j.

1

(

......

...

KotAfy Public and Conveyancer;Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

P. & A. 8TEKETEE have received 100
barrels of salt that must be sold.

subjection the ubiquitous

H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
»nd Insurance Agent. Office,, Ct/u Drug

v 8th street.

Store,

Bkeei.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boota and Shoes, Leather. Finding*,etc. ;
Eighth street.

Pkyilclua

mob.

[The trea

of England equals that of Iowa; Scotland

time. When examined,

and WhIcs, Illinois, and Ireland, Indiana].
Intelligentmen are not ignorant of these

surface;

and others that are now being repeated, which are graphically described
is often mistaken by the casual observer
by Allison, Doubleday, Miss Martineau,
for the cause.
With regard to the present strike by and others. The British Government
fought its way back to specie payments
railroad employes, whatever may bo the
—our government is trying to do the same
differences between the parties immediatetiling, and the people are resisting. “Let
ly in contact, we must look deeper for the
us have peace;” not peace alone, but
cause of the difficulty.
facts

peace together with plenty, and prosperity.

classeshave been long suffering from

Salvation comes through (not by) suffering.

How much more must

screw of hard times has been long

suffer

this

great people

before they shall become

saved from the power of their

fit

to bo

common

enemies? Not until we shall all realize
that all our interests are Identical; that
Justice

must

prevail and order

vail. If the leaders of this

must prestrike show

themselvesto be as cool aud Just as they
sired, as the legal tender of a country
(which alone istbe ultimate means of pay* are determued, they will have the sympathy of all other daises, for all classes
ment, as all substitutes are but promises to

as

as

what

is

most profitablething

called

money

is the

is

Has Stood

ery are clogged aud stayed

when

the sup-

Public opinion will effect

ply of lubricating oil Is deficient.

The

which meets

in

October, will reverse the

financial engine, and

we

shall

go ahead

on the road of prosperity, k stead of conpresent strike of the railroad em-

ployes probably has its cause in the

tinuing to back in the direction of lower

cir-

cumstances above referredto. If the

prices, lower dividends, and lower wages.
Skilled

strike had occurred in a higher stratum

strike of the railroad employes might have
If you doubt the wonderful success of
SIUloJi}» Consumption Cure, give it a trial ;
then if you are not perfectlysatisfied, return the bottle and we will refund the
price paid. It has established the fact that

good.

by the use of ballots; not bullets.
ment, it will be hoarded and the wheels of
We
need
not wait for an election, the
commerce and industry will be clogged or
people’s
voice
being heard. Congress,
stopped as those of mechanical machinthis

of the social pyramid ‘the cause, for the

the Test.

the changing that policy and making

as an invest- times

to hold

let

It
AITALSH,

to call out 85,000 volunteer troops to

aid the regulars in keeping in tolerable

break out and

which are deep below the

—so long

Notice is hereby given to ail persons inui
of Ptuggtr miut,
HUH; \ oieai
Steam Saw and Flour debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
Mills.)near foot of 8th atreet.
Son, that the undersigned has been appointed the assignee of the estate of said
TTERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Ti Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of hand- firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
must be paid to him without delay.
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
MANLY D. UOWAl.^,
too,
BoUrr Pnbltoi
Auifjnce of E. Kruizenga & Son,
Holland, March 28, 1877.
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Ineurance

at

Boota

ment

the contraction of volume and tion is the mismanagementof the national
expansion of purchasing power continues finances, producing hard times. The cure

NOTICE.

TTOWARD, M.

A Agent.
River

causes

So long

Proprietors

John A. Notary Public. Office in CommonCooncll Rooms, Van Landegends block,

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public;River street.

29-ly

enemies.

became necessary for the British Govern-

talent is com-

a

1873.

common

History is but repeating itself. Reason

they will be found to be engendered by

The

River street.

PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

Attoneyi.

C-OERBURNE,S. W.,

much

still occasionally

rage tor 'a short

AH

Brnrard Wick.

28,

grievances and

hive com-

A full line of the Quest Teas, and a lot
are suffering from the hard times— against
more of new calicoes at 6 cts. per yard, of pay) expands the price or exchangeableor
the finest colors, just received at
purchasing power thereof, and renders it which all are ready to rebel. The prime
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
more valuable to keep than to expend. cause of all the disturbance and commo-

LTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent

pOOST,

H

m

Dead Animals.

m"

U

mon

u pressure as well as a weight from above.

TTAN DER HAAR,

Muskegon

12 15
11 41
11 :W
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 80

’

The queption has been for

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

ployes after finding that they

longer

bearing on all the strata that make up the
long time
social
pyramid. This screw has pressed
what
will
you
do
with
dead
animals.
The
RUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau- undersignedwhose nlace ofhusinesslsnenr down all prices; “means of payment”
sages constantly on hand.
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read- have been compressedin volume during
12.15 p. m.
UITE,J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and inesss to remove all dead animals at his
*12.20 p. m.
the past twelve years, and the compression
- vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
own expense, by simply notifying him
t 9.45 “ “
of the volume of anything generally dethereof.

Monday, May 29, 1876.

STATIONS.

.

-------Beat Market!.

for

No.

do

wars,

firccial Notices.

Tailor.Cloth purchusedolt
•
ed
elsewhere, will be cut to order.
Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.

5.25 a. m.
3.25 p. m.

i

Being North.

f,

lb .....................
a fl
Turkeys. » . .....................;;10
Chickens,dressed per lb ................ ©io

\\f.. Merchant

v

Effect,

5 a

...................

......................
ft 6

1)

Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
X Dally except Saturday.
I Mondays only.
MannfactorUi, MUli, Sbcpe, Zte.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this mad, will
Ill be run by
liv Chicago TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
time.
regularKalamanoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any snrronndingtown. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

Taken

lb

“ “

Tallow, per

have

HoUarut.

Beef, dressed per

“

XercluBt Tailor*

Arriw at

»

stockholderswill Join the railroad em-

so deep that the latest of a series of effects

Meats, Eto.

IT'LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; Smoked Meat ........................
$n
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
** Hum ................ ...........8 @9
pons. Cash paid for Furs.
Shoulders ...........
(a?

L

will be

Class.” Great strikes,like great national

®

^

may

which God forbid, but the end
a treaty and peace. The railroad

will prevail, not force alone.

pressed into, and retained in, the

U

I

overcome physical force,

which is the
The flower of the British army, the vethigher law. Strikes have in some counerans of Waterloo and the Peninsula,
tries been superseded by arbitration,cowere not enough to suppress the riots
operation, and industrial co-partnerships.
which England met on the contracting
Great progress in this has been made in
road to “Resumption.” In 1810 to 1823 it
Great Britain, where, by the weight of

Llvoryand Sals Sublet.

rvIJKEMA & BRO., Wagon and

no

to

be shed,

tolerated by public opinion—

changes.

@

is

endeavor

with physical force alone more blood

they are becoming less

cruel and bloody; the duel

yAN

TUI

will

at least, by civilized nations, and with

2
3

I

be

laws of war agreed upon, tacitly

modern weapons,

;

may be weeks of
communicationmay
be stopped. Timidity and mediocrity

tween nations are becoming too expensive

E

........

“

•

V

* J

it

it

war, all trafficand

duel, or in the form of strikes. Wars be-

00
25

1

Wood.StAvei,Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$

XfAN

Xl

barbarism, whether

the last ditch andMintfy strikes

in

gold that flows. There

to be of long duration, and under the

In Dry Goods,

'

in-

between nations,between Individuals, in

Hay, V ton ............
Onions,$1 buxhel ......

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
, Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyfor tlrst Insertion, and 25 cents
‘ for each subse- ancer;
*• green ................2 28
office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
quent insertion for any period uudor three
Hemlock Bark ..................... @5 25
months.
PUTTEN G., General Dealers, In Dry Staves, pork, white oak, ............. (frlO 00
12 00
I 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Staves, Tierce,
Heading bolts, softwood a ......... @ 2 54
1 Square
850 500 8 00 Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
••
5 00
8 00 10 00
Stave holts, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
“
Eardvart.
8 00 10 00 17 "0
Stave holts, hardwood .................... 8 00
H Column
0 17 00 25 00
12
DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hard- Railroad ties, ...............................
17 00 25 00 40 00
"
ware;
cor,
Eighth
and
River
street.
“
25 00 40 00 85 00
drain, Feed, Eto.

lr

the

a relic of

285.

the end is reached, but it is blood, not

The shedding of human blood and

is

NO.

at what is immediatelypressing upon

destructionof the productsof human

War

Timothy 8ecd, fl bushel

ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

Riilroid bay

••

1'VUURSEMA J. A

CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
% Groceries, Crockery.Glassware.Hate, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

Myen to

dustry is always to be deeply deplored.
•

Potatoes, $ bushel .....

Oiairal Stalin.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

* ‘

........

I-

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

JOB PBINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

WHOLE

1877.

Men, Btzlken and Stockholder*.

Produce, Eto.

apples, V bushel ......
ready market for country produce; a choice Beans, « bushel ........
Butter,
|) ft ............
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market at.
Clover seed, 9 lb .......
$1 dozen .........
'T'E VAARWERK, G. J., Family Snppl
Supply Store;
A. a choice stock of groceries always on
(
hand, Hoiiev, V ft ............

pLIETSTRA,

4,.

Letter from Sydney

puhcL.

<!9ut

vertisement.

A

AUGUST

MICH., SATURDAY,

been removed before the effect produced

and

intelligent

workmen, do

not

the ignorant and vicious get control.

Be moderate and

and

act only on the defensive,

will sympathize with you when

all

they understand what the real tronble Is.
reached a class who, whether But if you permit the slothful and vicious
from their superior intelligence, their su- to plunder and murder on your flanks and

by

that cause

perior courage, or habit, resist oppression rear, the whole community will rise and
The pressure of restore order by overcoming those forces
Coughs, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping
with greater ones. Call upon the civil
McK., Surgeons and Physicians. Cough, and all
ail Lung or Throat troubles, hard times was felt all through society, and military authorities to aid you In supI J
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Best will go to East Sangatuck every other there is nothing like it for a quick aud pos- and It is resisted first by those who are pressing depredators and turbulent perday for the next year, to keep himself In readiness itive cure, and it seldom fails. 10 cents, accustomedto use muscular more com- sons. Of all the forces In this country,
for professional calls.
50 cents, and $1.00 per bottle. If your
public opinion is the strongest. Be sure
monly and more promptly than brain
Lungs are sore, or Chest or Back lame, use
not to get the force of public opinlou orBhiloh'e Porous Plaster, Price 25 cents. power for purposes of defence. Hard ganized against you,
Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70 Eighth timea could have been prevented by power
street and Wm. Van Putten, River street, of brain and will. But they who were inThi Star Thit ii to XcUpsi Patti
Vff ORRIS, 8. C., Physician and Surgeon.Office,
1U over E. Hibold’s Boot and Shoe 8 tor? Holland, Mich.
trusted with the management of the naEighth street.
As I wrote to you lately about the aptional
finances have proved their incoinDr. Shiloh’s System Vitalizer is no
parent decline of opera In England it is
*• d- doubt the most successfulcure for Dys- petency. They have discussed the relative
8th Street.
only right that I should record the sadden
pepsia and Liver Complaint we have ever merits of various kinds of oil for lubricaTI700LLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at reel- known, otherwise we could not guarrantee
and unexpected revival it has undergone
ting the wheels and ways of the social ma_!_V .?onc*’
7th and MaritetSt’s.All calls
it.
In
cases
of
Comsumption,
where
Genat
Her Majesty’sTheatre, owing to the
promptly attended to, day or night.
eral Debility, Loss of Appetite and Con- chine until the supply we had has been appearance of a new prims donna, a HunFkotegrsfksr.
stipation exist, it will restore and regulate wasted and the machinery has nearly all
the system while Shiloh's (Jure allays the atopped and much of It baa been so long garian named Etelka Gerster. She only
sang lut Tuesday night for the first «time,
inflamation and heals the lungs. Price 75
Pk0W,iT*pk'rstandingidle that it has rusted out Labor,
cents. Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70,
and already her fortune Is made— lucky
laldlers.
Eighth street, and Wm. Van Putten, River the most valuable meaos for securing bn-

ANS.IVTco^PubflcS;Da;r™l,ie“Ce'OPPO,'“Consumption can be cured, while

for

rather than submit to it.

sTE^ri^-

^

VAUPELL, H.^ Manufacturer of

^

Eighth street!

*

and dealer In

** *n

street,

Holland, Mich.

msu

Hackmetack,

a rich and fragrant pur
Sold by the above dealers.

woman!

well-being; labor which,

if

ly unused, continually runs

continual-

to

She has Jumped from obscurity

to popularity and great wealth in leas than

waste In

week. Scarcely anybody, except a few
who know everything, had
The largest supply of bleached and un- a market while it supplies a market— labor heard a word about her, and when she
Dentist.
TT ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allelost— Irrecoverablylost, Is the greatest of
8*0 C°ondes, for the “Howe Sewing Ma- bleached Muslins in the county can be
came on the stage as Amina in “Sonnsm/N EE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- chine. Dealers In needles and attachments.
found at
all the losses that have been experienced
bula” she met with no “reception” WhatVim Raalte0 Blr*et’ 0PP°*lte ®*kker &
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
during all the dark days since 1835.

AA

VotewoMi

A

street

A

Olgus.

ROLLER, G. J., Genera) dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

FOR SALE.
T'HE

followingdescribedLots In the City of
WaUkei ui Jewelry.
A. Holland, I wlll sell at the following prices:
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West AddlQon $175
Brag* ui keileUsa.
TOSLIN A BREYllAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, each: Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 6, Block 11, South West
River Stree* 6™
Qtx>d*; Kenyon’s Block Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 * G In Block
25, as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$2*5 each, except Lots 1 A 9 which are $800 each.
Also 8 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 0, 10, 11, 18, 18, and li In Block
l^cInes^^aln^an^Ol^ Brn T ^ Ac ^Ph
E, Lota 2, 4, 5 and 1 in Block H. The above wlll
eician's prescrlptlona carefnlly p'ot'a”’ Eighths!
be sold on long credit and small payments dosm.
I 0. of 0. P.
Apply to,

n

fSSS-SSKr:

of each week

-------- —

U. D.

HOWARD.

•

Van Din Biro's Family Medicine*;J»l”er St.
N. W. Bacon, R.

w^^safflsaBss1
Fnnltan.

Vf EVER,

n

mskes

THE

i°n Tuesday Evening

8.

r

^W^N.e.

* a. x.

City Hot/el,
E.

sharp.

D ,

H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur- 22, at 7X o’clock,
«T
CortAlD*« Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
0
nictore Frames, etc.; River street.
O. Breyman,Scc'y.

J-

- **
9. Bums, W. M.

ever. It was a very different story before
But the dark days are nearly over. Sal- she got half through her evening’s work.
vation comes through suffering. Within The audience at once recognized the fact

the next ninety days the cause ot the “hsrd that a great star had appeared, and twice
times,” which bis renderedthe railroads more this week has she bad to repeat her
unable to pay their employes, as well as performance, and it may safely be said

unable to pay

that her voice Is worth at least $250,000

a

the average member of Congress, and Con-

Who wouldn’t
be a prims donna? Mme. Gerster is

gress will in October, apply the remedy.

luckier than any heiress of the

Legislation will then be bad for the bene-

moment

year to her while

it

it

»

lasts.

day. The

was telegraphed over Europe

of the people of this counliy, and the that she had made a great success engagekings of Europe will coa*e, for a ments poured in upon her from Paris,
time at least, to write our laws in Sheffield St. Petersburg and Vienna, in which city
fit

and Lombard street, and lobby them

lm

Kid

First-Class Accommodations.

she is to take up the repertoires hitherto

through our law-making bodies io the

it

k Stud

and
be apparent even to

their bond-holders

stock-holders— will

filled by Patti. All these arrangements
way. The bottom has been reached have been made in less than three day*..
is not specie basis, but a basis of human The romance writers never imagined a

usual

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

A Rroulab Communicationof Unity Lodob
No. 191. F. A A. M ........ .... . „^U1C 1181l
• wlll ^ he,d 11 Masonic Hall!
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evenlnir. An? Wuhiigton Sir,, -

musicians

money

Visiting others are cordially Invited.
"

a

idle unproductiveness;Isbor which

Inrtag XaekUei.

TT'EBGUSON B.

1L Dental Surgeon. Performs
all operation*appertainingto Dentistry In
tlyl# the art. Office over H. D. Poat,
Eighth
14-ly

fume.

suffering— of

:

maphood which will no greater change in the affairs of a comparalonger try to shunt off its burdens on tively unknown young woman.-[#w»
other’s shoulders—manhood, which is at Mr. Jenning's London Letter to the World.

uati merchant, was nominated for Governor on
the sixth ballot The remainder of the ticket

%

ioliatftl

w

THE HAILBOAD STRIKE.

** *0^0W8‘! Lieutenant Governor, Jabez Progress

;

Botool

o

the Great Railroad

Com- f6™1* ftfrijdiedby

morning that the evening will find our home
Michigan
without a baby. It has been verv hard to attend to businessand write fun all this time,
Bauby couutr has a new Postoffice
and I have had neither time nor energy to do
anything more than my work on. the paper. called Delton.
The aubject of my new lecture is J‘Home.” it
tomflounty Pioneer Society
ih mold subject, but I believe I
antmw
say somohave
icigj at DeWitt, Aug. 25.
thing new abou*,it. Vcrylruly
Griitot coupty recently carRDETTE.

mas.

War—

<*»

the daily papers of the

Pul

UIE imficoliDENSED.
THE

A Habtfoud dispatch states that a complete
reorganisation.o/iha Chartei; Oak Lite Insur-

A Washington tplegram toys':

cdnWrwatf^ accord-

ft8

coal region of Pennsyl-

of work, both in the mines and op the railroads
that carry the coal product,to market. Gov.
Hartranft has offered to assist the Mayof of
Scranttm in the enforcement of law and the
protectionof life and propertv, hut the Mayor
fears to avail himself of the help of the State
militia,and declines to take the responsibility.

in,

P?*6

?,ith

THE TURKO-RUSSIAN WAR.

anticipated.

Herbert Blanchard,of Savory, Mass., was
Dispatches of the 26th of July from tho seat
ordered to discontinue his visits tp the daugh- of war on the Danube say: “Tho Fourth
ter of E. Trask. He met the gentleman in Corps will follow the Eighth across the Balkans
church last Sunday, shot him dead, fntallv The Russian army of Rustchuk had advanced
wounding a brother, and missed his third shot to the line of the Lorn river, touching the
at the woman.
Danube at Pyrgos, and is slowlv wheeling on

THE WEST.

that pivot to

in

vest I he fortress.' Nearly forty
are now jammed into the angle

The extensiveiron manufacturingestablish- thousand men
A Co., of Chicago,has between the Danube and the Lom. The Turks
have abandoned the line of tho Lora without
been compelled to close dp ind go into bank- fighting. One part is believedto have retired
ruptcy.
A dispatch from Deadwood, in the on Rustchuk aud another on Shuinla.”
Black Hills, says: “Intenseexcitement preThe Russians have performeda very darvails throughout the city. Horsemen arriving
ing and brilliant act in the capture of the
from the different towns and hayfleids in this
ment of A. B. Meeker

.

.

.

vicinity bring detailsof fresh murders and
outrages by the savages, who seem to have
broken loose from the agencies in large
numbers, and are infesting the country

directions. Up to this hour
least twenty murders have been
reported. Some of the killed are well-known
citizens of Deadwood,who went to the relief
of Lent Lemly and the survey party. Nearly
every ranch along the Red Water and in the

in all

at

Spearfish valley has been devastated.”

The

time of the annual

Western fairs is ap-

proaching. The Chicago Expositionwill open
Aug. 29, and close Oct.

13.

The IllinoisState

braska, at Lincoln, Sept. 24 to 28 ; St. Louis,

According to tho Chicago Timet, the casualties
resulting from the riots in that city foot up as
follows: Eighteen rioters killed.16 fatallyand 16
seriously wounded ; 1 policeman killed ‘and 10

wounded.

The

^

remains of Gen. G. A. Custer and com-

was sent out

to the Yellowfltonecountry to secure, arrived

the United
States Express Company. They were closed
in neat caskets and directed as follows : Gen.
G. A. Custer, West Point ; Col. W. W. Cook,
Hamilton, Out; Lieut Reilly, Washington, D.
C.; Dr. DeWolf, Norwalk, Ohio; aud Col
Thomas Custer, Lieut A. E. Smith, Capt
Yates, and Lieut McIntosh, Port Leavenworth.
In the southern portion of Minnesotalarge
at St Paul last week, in charge of

great annoyance and committing numerous
depredations. Recently a body of 200 stopped
a train near Lyle, in Mower county. Another
party entered the village of Leroy, and, entering several storey, earned off, such goods and
as many as they could.

The Chicago Tribune says : “ From all parts
of the West the farmers send words of cheer
about the growing crops. Warm, dry weather

.

?athor
__ one
nr two
or
tS1 instances tho police forces were too
small to couqieto with tho rioters and were
forced to retreat.- The most severe conflictwas
on the C., B. & Q. road, at Halsted and ffixteenth streets, where the rioters numbered several hundred. The police fired into them several times before they could be made to move,
the mob defending'themselves with pistols
stones and briSkbaU Two of the rioters were
killed, and one fatally and several slightly wounded, while three or fuur of the police were wounded by stones. With the exception of the slight
disturbances occasioned bv those vagrant
bands, everythingwas Unusually quiet in the
city. ,No freight trains wore run on any of the
roads, and on only one or two were any passenger trains allowedto depart. Nearlv’every
department of business was demoralized.
Merchants were unable to forward goods to
the interior,and kept their stores oi>cn as a
mere matter of form. The express companies
were unable to receive currency for shipment,
and business at the banks was at a complete
standstill.

tore

up

Near Oswego, N.

Y.,

tho

strikers

a

a

my

dear

husband and myself

.

ble little girl born on the 31st of

Iu

March
E. F.

last. She in the perfect image of health
and happiness. She laughs and crows
iu a way to delight all sympathetic
hearts. We have given her a’littleCatharine among her other names, but we
call her Jenny, I need not say in honor
of whom. Our boy Walter will be 4
years old the 9th of August next. He
is an intelligent child — very intelligent,
very religious, and, when he has been
naughty, it is touching to see the way
he prays God to make him good again—
poor little chicken. He adores me,
obeys me, and I understandthe child
completely,for he is exactly like myself
in nature, very impressionable,active,
gay, high-tempered, affectionate, shy,
good-natured,quick to learn, remembering all that lie learns, preferring to the
finest toys a horrible old doll, because it
is one with which he has longest played,
caring nothing about dress, but preferring to be loved rather than admired.
Is he musical ? Not the least in the
world. That is my great despair. But
he is religious, and I think he will be a
Christian. As to the baby I cannot say
as much. The little croatnro eats, drinks,
laughs, mumbles over her shoes, and I
have nothing to say against her character. My husband is now in England
looking out for a residence, for we intend on account of the children to settle
in that country.
“ Yours affectionately,

.

food to escape the Circassiansand Bashi-Bazouka."

general foreign news.
Advices from Ecuador, South America, state

have
jinen.

Deer are said to be more plentiful
around Houghton lake now than for

an adora-

laborers. In England, where pauperism
is reduced to an exact science, the cause
has been traced to the numberless char-

Eddy,

of the wheat crop in Genessee oounty, at

present market prices, at $1,000,000.

A young man of Detroit, named William Canfield, was drowned while on an
excursion on Lake St. Clair recently.

Some of the West Bay City saloon
keepers are under arrest, charged with
violating the Sunday ordinance.
A humane clergyman m Flint offers to
perform the marriage ceremony ou tliirty
or sixty days’ time, and bike hi8 pfty
wheat.

^

The First Regiment Miclugan State
troops held their annual encampment at
Jackson, occupying grounds near those
used last year.

A

gypsy named Frank Wheeler is in
Flint for horse- stealing. He has
confessed his guilt to the Prosecuting
Attorney.

jail at

Edward M. Campbell, eldest son of
udge S. S. Campbell, and the first white
male child born in Bay county, died last
J

week

Bay

at

which offer a direct
premium to idleness. Within the past
ment. The most serious demonstrations were years many similar institutionshave been
made in San Francisco, whore the police aud endowed iu this country, and they doubtthe rioters came ih conflict ; two or three of
less have their effect in the promotionthe latter were killed and many wounded. Matthrough
ill- management— of pauperism.
ters wore a serious aspect at 8t. Louis
the rioters marched . up aud-' down But, with all unemployed persons to

tirely consumed.

A

7-

year-old daughter of-;; William

nughan, of East Saginaw, was drowned
in a cistern the other day, having fallen
^

iu accidentally.

A full-blooded

Indian, dressed in
war costume, passed through Detroit
last week ou his way to Paris, where he
intends to exhibit himself at the Great
Exposition.
his

The large boarding-houseof John
Dellow, ami the cigar store of Buchmann,
next to it, were destroyedby fire at Mn»istee a few days since. Loss, $4,000;
insured for $1,500.
Stanton

is building reservoirsalong
principal streets and filling them
with water, in order that their new
steamer may not be useless property in
case of a fixe.
lier

The Northwestern Mining Journal
says : “ Gottlieb Henry, a farmer on the

south side of the lake, in Hancock township, while engaged in digging a well,
was buried alive by the caving in of the
surrounding soil. When the earth was
removed the unfortunate man was found
standing erect, shovel in hand, aud with
his hat on his head, just as he stood
when the treacheroussand closed around

him.”
The following is a

GENERAL* p

H

.

.

.
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Chinese.

.

^

> ii;

ness and return of IwdrioAen to their employ
montl, and a complete subsidenceof all excitetheir children who were recommended by tho
ment. Tho reports from father points were
Czar to efhi^rate lo this country instead of
of the same tenor. All the Eastern roads
could afford to wait for the papacy to accept
Brazil, whore Dorn Pedro desired them to go,
bad toramed the running of trains : even the
the situation. . ..The first stone of the Amen*
were shipped to their destinationfrom New
Pittsburghmob had been forced by tno strong
can Episcopal Church at Geneva, Switzerland
York last week. The new colony is to be loarm of the military, under command of Gen.
was laid by Gan. Grant on the 27th of July.
cated near lincolu, Neb.... Fifty carpenters
Brown, to surrender tho propertyof tho PennThe masons of London have struck work for sylvania road.
have just sailed from New York for Liverpool
Eng. They, go out under a year’s contract a reduction of hours and increase of wages.
with a buildingfirm in Manchester,and are to
... .A Madrid dispatch says that arrangements

The

thirty-sevenRussian

,

receive 6 shillings a

.

.

Protestants a^i

day.

issued the

for the redemptionof 5-20
1865. The call is fqr S 10,000,000 con-

fifty-third call

bonds of

sols df 1865, of which

the ecclesiasticalconflict*Ha

I

WASHINGTON*

The TreasuryDepartment has

fiilly concerning

have been made with the promoters of the last
Cuban loan for an -advance of $25,000,000for
the expenses of the next campaign. The advance will be guaranteed by the colonialcus-

toms.

1

000,

Number

'

-Vj,,

000 are registered
and 7,000,000coupon bonds, principal and inof Our
r
terest to be paid at tho treasury on aud after
j, The moot trustworthy estimate of the
the 27th of OcWber ntfxt, and the Interest will
number of our family for the year 1876,
cease on that day. ,/i i : • ;>
<*3,

Family,

’

by statisticians,is 1,423,917,000. The majority live in Asia.

Secketaby Evakts loft last week for his farm as furnished
in Vermont, to be absent a

month. He

expects

the Presidentto visit him in ^bout two weeks.

The Hon. Joseph Segar, of

Virginia,has

been appointed arbPrator dp the part of the

United States before the ftnitod States and
Spanish oommifeuionorganized in 1871 by virtue of the agreement of the two Governments
for tho settlementof certain claims of citizens
in this country on account of wrongs and injuries committed by the Soanish authorities in

Cuba.

POLITICAL.

”

!

The Ohio Democracy met in convention at
Columbus on the 25th of July, 785 delegates
being in attendance. R. M. Bishop, a Cincin-

About four-seventhsof the human race,
or 825,548,590, is Asiatic. Europe comes
next with over a tilth, or 309,178,300;
Amoa with about a seventh,or 199,921,000 • America with less then a sixteenth,
or 85,519,800 ; and finally Australiaand
Polynesia,with the very small fraction
of 4,748,600 people. Europe is the most
densely populated, having eighty-two
persons to the square mile ; Asia, fortyeight to tiie square mile ; Africa, seventeen and a half, America and Australia
fire and a half and one and a quarter

respectively.^

navvnow. Nothing has been accom-

report of the condi-

of Michigan

tion of the State banks

at

the close of businessJuly 2, A. D. 1877

Overdrafts...

.

Total resources ..................
LIABILITIES.

.

.$3,552,923.70

.................................
$1,295,000.78
Surplus-. .............................. 127,449.20
Due banks and depositors........ ....... 2 016,804.39
Profit and loss ..........................' ue aflyjw
Rediscounts...........................
17,400,00
CaPi,al

Total liabilities.....................
$3,552,923.76

MARKETS.

TIIE

NEW YORK.
£KEVE8 ......................
. ..... 10 00
“°08 ..............................
G 09
Cotton.... ............. pjvj
Floub— Superfine Western .........5 25
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 40
Cobn — WesternMixed .............59
Oats— WesternMixed ..............7 30
Rye— Western .....................
72
POKK— Mesa. ...................
'.!l4 20

@14 00
(4 7 00

....... (4

W

......

0*0

..............

........

12^

(4 6 25
r4 l 41
(4 #3
(4 54
(4 73
(414 3il
.!

9#

CHICAGO.

25 (46 .V)
Choice Native®*.. ..... 5 50 <4 0 00
Cows and Heifers ........2 75 (4 4 00
Good Second-class Steers. 4 00 (M 60
Medium to Pair ..... .... 4 75 @ 6 25
Hoos— Live. ...
,g 00 (4 5 25
PtoUE-r-Pancywhite Winter ....... 8 75 (4 0
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 50 (4 8 00
Wheat— No.2 Spring.
Cl 28 i# 1 29
No. 3 Spring ..............
05 (4 97
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers

.....

f.

.7

.

Cobn— No.2

.......

................i 48

&

28

(4

49

Rye— No.2 ...........
jiM (4
Baeley— No. 2 ..................... 67 (4

plished by the Black sea fleet except the
67
68
reported bombardment of a few coast Botteb— Choice Creamery,.
23 (4 25
towns, while the costly flotillapf the •os— Frcah .......................
13
Danube, which was depended upon to Poke— Mess ..... ...... .......... 13 20' <418 30
Lard .................
........ 8^.4 9
greatly obstruct if not to wholly prevent
MILWAUKEE.
i '
tho passage of the river by the Russians Wheat— No. .....................1 37 (4 1 38
No.2 .......... rrAini ..129 @130
has been heaw) of only as the subject of Corn— No.
48 <4 49
a succession of disasters. The latest of* Oats— No. ...............
29 <4 30
...........
-go <4 gi
these occurred the other day near Silis- Rye— No. 1...
Baeley — No. 2.
...............
67 <4 cj
troops occupied com
uitions in tho tria, where an- ordinary river steamer
8T. LOUIb.
city, and ma ~ *
wms lfflg made of temporarily.:,armed with cannon and Wheay— So. 2Mea Pall......u.,.. 140 @142
Mixed.; ..........
45 .$ <6
those cono
e* great" riot At mitrailleuses,and reinforoed by tw<5 Cobn— Nfc
Oats— NO.2..
28 (4 29
St. Louis, business was beginning to
........................... 50 (4 68
look up, though the scarcity of sloops, attackeda Turkish monitor, set BTE...V.
Pobk— Mess ........................
13 40 (413 co
coal prevented work in sonic of tho manufac- it on fire, and damaged it seriously. The Lard ............
9V
tories. At Chicago everything was quiet, Russian batteries
also sunk several Hogs ............... ................4 75 <4 5 00
though largo bodies of men still holdout on Turkish Steamers Employed in keeping Cattle......
.............4 25 14 G 00
f ,
the wages question, and there was much deup oommumcatioii*between Rustchuk
................ . 1 16 <4 1 30
rangement of business in consequence.At Ban
Cobn ...............................47 <4 49
Francisco the mob was under control, and all
Oats. /..f
.....
33 <4 40,
fears of a general outbreak dispelled. The
Ryeh.
...... ...... 67 (4 68
strikers were still defiantat Columbus. Ohio, tan’s nav^r, constructed and maintained PoitE—
........ 13 05 314 05
Fort Wayne, Ihd., And a few other points.
for years atacoajt that nearly bankrupted
................
..... 8va I0*
the treasury, lias been a cfismal disap- tAB,>
Wheat— No. Red Winter ..... .... j 34 <4 1 36
A HamorisV* Home.
pointment so far ob any effective service
Amber Michigan ..........1 a5 <4 1 37
Mr. Robert J. Burdette writes to Maj. in this war is concerned. Oatb— No. ..............
84
49
Pond, of the Redpath Lecture Bureau?
DETROIT.
Turkish
soldiers
are
taller
‘than
the
Floob— Medium .......
..... 7 60 <4 8 00
BuRLINOTOMHAWK-|yE;OFFIOE,BuilIJN0TONA
j 41 (4 1 40
lowa.-JulJ13] Wy-feat Mr. fonj: Under Russians, and will average at least five Wukat-No.I...........
Corn— No. 1,... .................
62 <4 64
tho host circurastaDceH, I am a poor corre- feet and ten inches.- They wear full
OATS-Mixed ..................... 39 <4 40
spondent,and since your letter was rect ived we beards, but have their heads shaved, or Hve ....... ............
65 (4 75
have been haring even more than our usual
Pork— Mess ........................
14 25 (414 50
the
hair
cut
very
short.
share of trouble Blcknyssand suffering have
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hogs— Yorkers ................
5 25 <4 5 40
PhiUdelphias .........
5 15 §5 35
Sadow^Ta
0rJeim8 tjieypropos^hereafter
enforce the law against carry- Cattle— Best ....... ..............5 25 (4 c 65
er trouble than all hangs over it. The baby to
~ strictly
‘
Medium., ................6 26 (4 6 75
has been and is very ill, and wo fear every ing deadly weapons.
Sheep.
4 00 (4 5 09
r.i

.

..

.

,

....

1

2

2

........

.

. .

8

hM

CINCINNATL
...

...........

.

Meef

;

.....

...

mm.

'

2

:

h

§

'

2

......

wrimdThon^,

greT

:

ItESOUROlW.
Loam and discounts ...................
$2,683,488.49
88,587.96
Cash and cash items .................... 890,24041
Due from banks and btnkerf ...........8to,2to.C4
Real estate and furniture and fixtures
70.473.H8
Expenses ..............................
17,393.98
*°n“B .................................. 79.au.10

;

that the

1

Iwodlum.-raid on the

City.

A $1,000 barn belonging to Roswell
Sherman, near Traverse City, was struck
by lightning, a few days ago, and en-

i

„

formerly Colonel of the

Twenty-ninth Infantry, aud Mr. Anthony De Mars, lately died in Detroit.
v The Flint Globe estimates the value

itable institutions

damage done by the late eruptionof
Gen. Cotopaxi amounts to $1,000,000. Many lives tho streete,compelling all workingmen to draw from, the farmers are complaining
Wheaton will leave Fort Lapwai, and, moving
were lost, and over 1,500 head of cattle de- shut down and, Join tho army of idle that they have had hard work to secure
north, pass through tho Spokane country and
stroyed. ...A monster meeting at Pesth passed men; tho Mayor of the city and Governor of laborers. Tramps by the hundred line
cross over iiitoJMontanu through Sahon pass. It
resolutions declaringthe extensionof Russia's the State fired off proclamationsat the rioters, the roads and beg their way from house
is confidently
believed that this movement will
power inconsistent with the Interests of Austro- bnt beyond this nothing was dono to suppross
result in the capture of the entire band of
to house, but. like the lilies,they $oi]
Hmigary, aud calling upon the Governmentto them. The strike on the Erie, New Yort
hostiles.”
Central
and
Michigan
Southern
was
brought
not. Until the the tramp system .jj
endeavor to bring about a cessationof the
-t
present Inhuman method of warfare,and to to an end by an amicable arrangement between broken up by a stringent law of general
The National'Educational AssociationIs to give timely protection to A'ustro-Htmgarinn employersand employes. Tho blockade of the applicationthe labor question .will rePennsylvania and Baltimore aud. Oh(iQ roads
hold its meeting for 1677 at Louisville, on tho interest*.Klanka aud Pulsky r andj others
main in a greatmeasure unsolved.
spoke. Similar demonstrationsare to continued,and there jyas considerable turbu14th, 15th and 16th of August The prolence along the lines. The miners, in thq anbe hkld1 In' aH tlie towrii of Hungary.
The Turkish Navy.
gramme of work laid out is very extensiveand It appears that Russia has again assured the thraciteregion of Pennsylvania Joined In the
ntewstlng.
The utter -w/oirthletoiiBs* of the1 splenpowers of its willingness to discussthe future general revolt, and In the Lehigh valley everything was reportedat a stand-still There wto
.
firm, which was recently abandonedby the Of Tnrkey after the conquest of Rouinania.
did navy which France possessedat the
Advioos from the republic of Costa Rica, in a serious emouto at Shamokin, and three riot- beginning of tire to uiith Prussia axUnitod States troops, is in sore distress on acers were fatally wounded,
,
,
South America, state that President Herrera
count of an Indian insurrectionsomewherein has been deposed, aud is a prisoner at the
Dispatches of the )l3tu report everythingquiet cited infinitesurprise among the people
of other nations, and great disgust among
the icebergs. Tl§ Kan Fnmcbco., people pro- fepiUL i
v
mu nl5 To* tiSttiw
test rigorouslyagainst the dispatchof a revthe French themselves.Turkey is havBismarck
recently to a deputation of
enue cutter from that point f oaHng another
Protestantclergy pf Wurtomlrarg spoke hope- roads, there wa« a gedorifl fCrorriptiohOf bnrt ing a very similar experience with hkij
’

77 years.

i

of the police force were woutided,all of whom
Frightful cruelties have been perpetratA dispatch from Portland,Ore., says : “ Gen. ed by the Circ&ssiaus in Northern Turkey. Three
Howard is at present at Kamia, awaitingtho thousand Bulgarianshave just arrived there,
arrival of Maj. Sanford. As soon as that officer half starved and naked. Many are horribly Advices from other points showed a weakening
joins him, Howard will take all his available wounded, and have marched three days without of the strike and a subsidence of tho excite-

command can move. Ho will
in the neighborhoodof 600
Another force under' command of

^

rail and threw
passenger
train from the track ; no one injured. Tho
Buffalo police made au attack upon a large band
of strikers and dispersed them ; everything
was quiet at the depots, but no trains moving.
On the Erie road no trains were running. Owing to the stoppage of freight traffic a coal aud
Shipka pass, and have undoubtedly secured a oil famine was threatened in Baltimore. At
great advantage in holding this entrance Cumberland,Frostburgand other towns in
into Roumelia. They are, nevertheless, in a Man-land there was a distressingscarcity of
dangerous and critical position. Tho force provisionsas a consequence of the blockade.
at Adrianople hitherto has been about 10,000 There was great excitementat Louisville, Ky. ;
men, but now news comes that the Turkish business was suspended, and the citizens orforces which have been operatingagainstMon- ganized for defense ; armed mobs marched
tenegro, tho one from the north and the other through the streets, throwing stones, smashing
from tho south, numberingsome 60.000, have windows, and creating the wildest alarm;
effected a junction south of tho Balkans after an unsuccessfulattempt was made to
their long march from the west. This force, burn the Louisville and Nashville railroad
reinforcedby the troops gathered up from the offices. St. Louis was the scene of numerous
Grecian frontierand around Constantinople, riotous demonstrations;mobs marched through
“Jenny Lind.”
may give the Russians great trouble in their the streets,forcing the workmen in the mills
As
our
Paris contemporary observes,
onward march — Ninety thousand men are on and factories to stop work; the manufacturing
this is certainly a very bright and mathe way to reinforcethe Russian Caucasian suburb of Carondefetwas taken possession of
army.
by the mob, and large iron foundriesclosed up; ternal letter from an artist who is well
The French and Italian Consuls at Gallipoli the citizens were organizingin formidable force on toward her three-score years.— iVeto
for defense. San Francigcowas also the scene York World.
have asked their Governmentsto send men-of- of much tnrbnlence, tho mobs assumwar to that port for the protection of the Chris- ing a most threatening attitude ; the citizens
The Labor (fuestion.
vigilance committee 3,000
tian population,on account of the fanatical organized
In
the
last number of the North
excitement of the Mohammedans ____ A Con- strong ; incendiaries were busy with the
torch,
aud
the
greatest
excitement
prevailed
iu
American
Review, Mr. David A. Wells
stantinopledispatch says: “Great miliary
activity prevails. Volunteers are evervwhere the city. The strike spread westward into has a paper in which he compares tho
enrolling. Recruitingbooths have been estab- Iowa, involvingnearly all the prominent rail- number of persons required at present
lished in various quarters of Constantinople. way lines in tho State. The labor revolution
to produce a given amount of marketParties of volunteerswith bands and flags are was the subject of a Cabinet meeting at Washable goods as compared with forty years
ington.
the
result
of
which
was
that
orders
parading tho streets.”... .Suleiman Pasha has
been defeated,with the loss of ten guns, aud wore immodiately issued fo*‘ the speedy move- ago. In 1838, 231 operativeswere reat last accounts was retreatingtoward Adrian- ment of all the troops in the South, except quired to do the work in the Boott cotton
oplo..».TheRussians destroyed six railway those on tho Rio Grande, to points in thi mill at Lowell, Mass. By working 76 1
bridges between Jaraboli and Philippopolis. North where they might be available.
hours per week they were enabled to
The rolling stock was sent to Constantinople. Advices of the 27th indicated a marked weakening of the strike all along the line. At Chi- work the machinery to its full capacity.
.
. Aziz Pasha, one of the best Turkish officago there was some more lighting between the In 1876, by the aid of improved macers has been killed in a skirmish. • /
police and the mobs. The most serious conA London telegram says: “Tho English flict, or series of conflicts,was at the scene of chinery,90 persons, working 60 hours
fleet is not to enter the Bosphorus, because it tho preoedingday’s rioting, near tho vards of per week, were able to manufacturea
larger number of yards of cloth. In
is supposed Russia would not be slow in seiz- the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad.
The
mob,
to the number of several thousand, this instance one person does the work
ing Gallipoli and the Dardanellesforts.
Peace thus becomes daily not only more prob- gathered at tlut point, and were exceedingly of more than three persons, the time beable but sensibly nearer.”.... It is said tho turbulent and defiant. They allowed no train's ing estimated by hours. The same is
Turks lost 8,000 killed and wounded at Kara- to depart, and pelted incoming passenger true of the boot and shoe industry, only
bummr. . .Of 150 Bulgarian prisoners recently trains with stones and brickbats, causing the
one-half as many hands being required
taken to Constantinople,fifteen were imme- wildest consternationamong the passengers.
A
strong
force
of
police
made
an
attack
upon
to manufacture the boots aud shoes used
diately shot.
tho mob, and were repulsed. The Second in 1876 as were needed in 1860. In fact,
A cable dispatch reports an important en- regiment of Illinois militia were then hurried
in all lines of manufacturingbusiness*
gagement near Rustchukbetween the Czarowitch to the scene with fixed bayonets,and made au
improvements in labor-saving machinery
impetuous
charge
upon
the
disorderly
gatherand Ahmed Eyoub Pasha. The Turkish corps
ing, dispersingit without firiug a shot. Tho have dispensed with many hands. This
is reported to have been defeatedwith a loss of
combat was renewed again at night, and tho in a measure accounts for the number of
TUfty g^08* te? standards. and 5,000 prisoners. mob was a second time scattered by a bayonet
unemployed persons among the skilled
Later official dispatchesconfirm the foregoing.
charge. Three of tho rioters were killed durartisans ; but offers no solution to the
ing the day’s fighting, aud a dozen or so
wounded, some quite seriously.Ten or twelve problem of the superabundanceof idle
.

bodies of tramps have been causing people

force and push vigorouslyafter Joseph and
White H&rdi who have already crossed Bitter
Root mountain by way of the Lolo trail. Ho
will go through to Missoula as rapidlyas his

^

Jackson.

Mars

of ago, writ
Deaco* David Baldwin, an old resiDresden, where she now dent of St. Johns, died recently aged
f)(J

a

Oct. 1 to 6 ; Ohio, at Columbus,Sept 10 to
14 ; Indiana, at Indianapolis, Sept. 24 to 29 ____

rades, which Col. Mike Sheridan

Jenny

fi|i$ [bojs jof/lf^to 20 Viara1 QltJ- Nigl^ipgftie, hot

many 6/

Improvements are being made in the
Michigan Central railroad depot at

(La

J.

A delegation

other, and where each pledged the other that
politicaldifficulties
should cease, and that local
peabe and order should hereafter prevail. In
view of this agreement, all parties to it united
in asking the President to dismiss the oases
tried by Chief Justice Waite, and at the same
time stated that the Authoritiespropose to disniiss.a number of politicalsuits begun in local
courts againstcolored Republicans as au offset
to tho arrest of white Democrats. Tho Presidont expressed much satisfaction at the condition of affairsas reported, aud promised to
take into consideration the request made.”

ing miners having compelled a total suspension

is

“

representing all classes therein, it which each

vania is one vast theater of idleness, the strik-

Serioustrouble

pounds.

from the Edgefieldarid Elleuton districts, Their efforts were directed to stopping all houlives, to a friend in Paris :
representingboth Republicans and Democrats, est labor, no matter whether the workmen
were satisfiedwith their wages or not. Kquads
“ I want to speak to you of my baby.
have called to lay before tho President the
proceedings of a mass-meetingof citizens of police attackedand dispersedthese mobs iu Well, I must tell you thi>t God has given

ing to an arrangementthat had been agreed
upon between Commissioner Stedman, the
•ompauy'a office*;wad- the tarestigsttag committee, representing the local insurancecompanies and pottcjN-holders, The result is that the
old management is completely wiped out. ExGov. Jewell, late PostmasterGeneral, was
elected Presidentof the reorganizedcompany.

Thi Lackawanna

ried off a pig weighing about 150

We

EAST.

ance Company has been

^

V

E

'opted dsiouucingthe inaugurationof
Hayes as a fraud upon the American people,
demandingthe repeal of the Resumptionact many of tho mills and factories,and compelling
Jenny Lind at Fifty-Six.
and the remonetizationof silver,commending
the workmen to shut down. Those mobs were
translate from a French journal
the President’sSouthern policy, favoringthe
not composed of railroad strikers,but consisted
Liberie) a curious and interesting
retention of the greenback currency,and favorprincipallyof loafers,thieves and tramps, letter from
ing a tariff for revenue only.
Lind, the Swedish

„ „

,

CHICAGO HOBS.

the mob yelled that they would die rather
THE MONTENEGRINS.
and the French authoritieshave legalthan retrace their steps. The police fired
ALL S0BT8.
July-FierceEncountersBetween the Po- in the air in hopes of frightening them The BUck Mountatneer* In Battle-Thelr ized the use of lunettes in ill branches
of the service.
. lice and the Mobs.
Terrible Mode of Warfare.
away, but they did not scare worth a
Thebe are nearly 8,000 known species
[Constantinople Oor. FhilaUdpbi*Press.]
of fish.
tv
Times.]
cent. They returned the tire by throwDayligjit had scarce broken upon the ing stones, sticks, and iron at the peelTurkish Love of Water#
In the campaign of last year the Turks
The first newspaper in England was
town, when deputations began arriving ers, and, os it was getting uncomfortably lost almost ten to one against the MonA Turk thinks he can do nothing so issued in 1588.
in the Vicinity of the Halsted street via- hot, the latter opened fire in real earnest, tenegrins. From the mountain summits
grateful to God and man as the setting
Venezuela sentencestramps to the
duct. Large crowds of men' flocked to sending bullets right into the mob. The overlooking Podgoritzaand the apup of a fountain by the roadside or in police force.
the tracks thereabout,and cut down a crowd yelled and continued hurling their proaches from Scutari their scouts sigthe streets of the city, where the wayThe Florida woods are full of people
few telegraph poles. Sergte. Bntler and missiles os they gradually retreated.On nalized the advance of the Ottoman
farer and his animals may appease theii gathering vanilla.
Iraynor, of the Madison street station, getting bock, they endeavored to rally army. From peak to peak signal fires
thirst and bless the name of him who
with about thirty of their men, were sent but without success. Some of the Archer by night announced the coming of the
Memphis has $10,000,000in delinquent
provided for their wants. Often in my
out from the West Twelfth street sta- avenue mob saw that the situation was foe, while by day mounted troopers sped
taxes standing
\v
travels in the interior of Turkey, writes
tion, and advanced upon the mob south desperate, and to properly provide them- to every district to rally the people to
London
increases
in
population
at the
on Halsted street. By this time there selves with arms broke into a hardware the defense of the threatened frontier. a correspondentI have halted beneath rate of 48,000 a year.
the shade of a wide-spreadingplane tree
were about 3,000 or 4,000 rioters in the store. They were dispersed by the On they came, men, women and chilto slack my thirst at the limpid waters of
The Wisconsin huckleberry crop will
vicinity of the viaduct and on the tracks. prompt arrival of a squad of policemen, dren, every one that could carry a gun,
a marble fountain,and to repose from not be large this year.
They pelted passing wagons with stones, numberingtwenty men, from the Twenty- roll rocks on the heads of the enemy, or
the noonday heat There is always some
The most ancient known coins are of
and evidently intended to interrupttraf- second street station, under command of nsaist in the buildingof intrenchmente.;
edifying distich from the Koran, that the fifth century B. C.
fic and have a row. The policemen went Sergt. Arch, but the main mob continued The Turks were allowed to eater for a
“ Water is the gift of God, and
in with a rush, and as usual the crowd its fighting. The ringleaders were gamey, certain distance in the passes until they
Lumber has been reduced to $30 per
is he who distributes it,” or that
scattered before them for the time be- and appeiiled to the rioters to stand up reached the narrow gorges* There they
thousand at Deadwood.
is the souroe of life and health,” etc.
ing. They drove the foremost back and fight like men.
found their progress arrested by massive There is a practical piety in these monuA man 81 years old has started a writaoross the viaduct, a few steps at a time,
“Let us give them h— 1,” “We are walls of rock and stone, stretchingfrom ments of charity that speaks well for the ing school at Newport, Vt.
in the midst of a shower of sticks, stones’
enough for them,” “They can’t stand it side to side, completely blocking up the benevolent dispositionof the MussulOhio promises to produce 30,000,000
and bullets, using their ’ billies long,” were frequent expressions,but road, pierced with embrasures for can- man.
The Turks are great consumers of bushels of wheat this year.
with very good effect. Hereabout only a few responded, as most of them non and with musktt holes. A halt is water, and they are good judges of its
Hail-otones weighing two pounds and
they found themselvesupon a sudden hud determined to wait until the peelers culled.
council of war determines quality and nice in that they use. The
a half fell in Vera Crus, Mexico, not
facing a crowd that must have numbered got on the south side of the bridge, when that retreat is impossible,and that the
favoritewater that is sold at a para a 'long ago.
at least 5,000, for it crowded Halsted they proposed to make it warm for them. intrenchmeats must be carried. At first
glass in the streets is from Asia ; either
A catamount, or something tautastreet several blocks south, and had a The policemenwere quite a distance it ia on artillery eng^ement. Under
from Tchamildja, on the mountain about
mount, if not paramount to it, has been
disheartening appearance of solidity. north of the bridge, and as the crowd tne smoke of the cannonade an assault
Scutari, or from Karakoulak, some ten
killed near New Albany, Ind., measureThe men found it impossibly to drive sallied forth to hurl a stone or stick at is ordered. Forward dash the Turkish
miles up the Bosphorus,several miles ing three feet.
them far. Those in front, in an irregu- them or fire a revolver, they would re- troops with the blind fury that characterinward from Belcos. This is brought to
lar, scattering sort of way, stood their
While a compositor on the Montreal
spond with a volley of ballets. At this izes them in the field. The Montene- the landing in barrels, bn horses’,backs,
ground, and made every demonstration juncture, the bridge was turned on the grin fire having lulled, supposing that it
B'frnm
was setting up kn advertiseA oi
ll... O!
_______ put in barges, and in this way carried to
of perfect willingness for a collision. fightersbv the bridge-tender,and this id
is a sign of yielding, the Turks hurry
Constantinople before daylight. Not- ment of a lost cunary a few days ago,
The most annoyance, however, was ex faet, together with the appearanceof forward1 with cries and
___ ^yells
_____
as if sure of
withstanding the length of the journey, the bird flew in at the office window.
the policemen from the Twenty-second their prey. Hardly have they got with- it is an pure as ciystid. The venders clry This shows the value of advertising.
ntront
______ -1- __ 1
street station, completelydemoralized in twenty feet of the intrenchments,be- it as “ Bowz gnibi;” “As good as ice/*
A trick resorted to just now by a
and accuracy. _____
mcu ui the brave brnisers of Bridgeport and fore from every opening in them pours
A Pasha will drain two goblets at a swal- class of sharpers in London js tea pint
this, and drawing their revolvers they tlie stock-yard butcheiB.They took to a stream of incessant fire of shell, shot,
low. As water is said to have fattening the feathers of Sparrows so as to make
fired. The boys made a precipitate re- their heels and scampered in every di- minie balls and all kinds of deadly
properties, the large draughts they take them look like bullfinches.’They are
treat, but
Dut the men stood firm. It be- rection. A few jumped over into a lum- missiles. Suddenly the top of the ramof it may be the cause, in part, of the disposed to of amateur bird-fanciersnfc
came evident that dynamic measures ber yard, a large number struck a lively part is crowned with sharpshooters,
b m
obesity to which both sexes of the Turks good prices, rib itaw!
must be resorted to. The officers had gait down the railroad tracks, and the whose steady aim picks off the officers are subject.
Permissionis to bo given to French
but sixteen rounds each, and these they majority beat an ingloriousretreat down and mows down the heads of the
soldiers in future to wbnr spectacles,as
very soon discharged into the mob, with the various streets. For two hours after columns. On the overlooking heights
in the German army. Medical men have
The Barber Escaped.
what effect could not be learned, for, ah this precipitate flight, the several by- armed men, women and children
urged upon the Government that good
though men were seen to drop every streets leading to the stock yards were appear. Enfiladingvolleys tear the
“ Cut my hair,” said the customer, as glasses greatly ease sight, and even
minute, the mob dragged or carried them thronged with squads of men bent on shattered ranks from above, and huge he seated himself in a barber’schair,
strengthen it.
away upon the instant When almost the getting home at the earliest possible mo- bowlders and rocks come rolling down
“and be sure yon let it run down the Id»r year in France, out of 306,000
last round had been fired, Sergti Butler ment. No band of Indians ever returned the precipices, crushing into the midst
back of my neck,” referring, of course,
young men drafted for the army, there
gave orders to fire rapidly and retreat.
to the agencies more meekly and sub- of the serried masses and laying low to the particular style of the cut.
were but from 500 to 600 who did not re
The officers had gotten about a block dued than did these men return to the thousands of combataute.All tliis
The barber was a Western artist, havaway from the viaduct, going toward oderiferous town of Lake. They had while the air is rent with the shouts of ing lately arrived in Oil City from St spoud. In Germany, during the same
year, out of 406,000 drafted, 40,000 negTwelfth street, when they were met by a had enough of gunpowder and were to- the mountaineers; the banner of the Louis.
lected to respond.
squad under Sergt. Ryan, of the Twelfth tally crestfallen.Their return was quite Cross is waved defiantly from on high
After clipping away for some time he
street station, coming up on a run. Fall- in contrast with their departure.The and on the works; priests, with the cruAccording to the Chairman of the
concluded that perhaps the hair wasn’t
ing behind these, Butler’s men wheeled, latter was marked with all the pomp of a cifix displayed on their robes, pointing
running down his customer’sneck as fast Jrand Trunk railway that road has lost
and the combined force fell with fury gloriops campaign; the former with all to it as a sign of hope and victory. After as that individual might desire it— al750, 000 in two and a quarter years
upon the foremost, shooting and cudgel- the evidence of a signal and effectivede- repeated onsets, their ranks broken, though for the life of him he couldn’t rotn competition,and railwaysin Ameriirg without mercy. The mob did not feat. The more boisterous members of their officers, for the most part, slain,
see why he should wanf it to run down ica have lost $47,000,000 in the same
seem to have observed the arrivals. It the gang were the first to turn tail to fire the Turks begin to waver. As soon as at all — and, when a quantity had accu- imo from the same cause.
seemed to think the same old squad had and slink away to secure a hiding-place. this is perceived the enthusiasm of the mulated inside his shirt-collar,the acThe number of Jews in Russian Euturned. The briskness of the fire it The men they coaxed into the battle line Montenegrins can no longer be restrained. commodating barber shoved it down and
rope is estimated at 2,552,145. In the
must have been that undeceived it, for stood their ground well, but were unable Over the ramparts they leap, and with out of sight with the handle of the
ime of the Crusades they fled to Poland,
as more rioters fell it began slowly to to cope with a squad of policemen well- indescribablefury they charge, bayonet brush.
and theuce passed into Russia. There
fall back. One of the leaders, shooting trained
handled. The shots and sword in hand, on the disordered This performance was repeated two or s a district in the Government of Moand encouraging the mob, stood ground fired by the policemen struck right and masses before them. For a moment the three times, and the customer began to
ulew where they form half the popuin the space that was quickly cleared be
left, and, judging from the manner in Turks stand at bay, but as the deafening realize what was going on. Hencefor- ation.
fore the officers, and fired a revolver. which men hobbled away, quite a num- clamor sounds like a eontinuousroll of ward he took a lively interest in the proHe fell with a bullet through the base of ber were wounded. There were three thunder, and in rear and flank they are ceedings. He said:
John Texter, who farms 1,900 acres
his uncultivatedbrain, and lay like a log fatally shot. Johnny Weinert, a young assailed by unseen enemies that have
“What, in the name of the bird with u Berks, Lebanon, and Lancaster counupon the pavement. This occurrence, boy about 15 years of age,' was shot descended by secret paths from the top the broad and sweeping wing, are you ties, Pa., with extensive crops to harvest,
in full sight of everybody, had a salutary
does not own a mowing aud reaping mathrough the breast and instantly killed. of the mountain walls, and in front by doing?”
effect
ect. The
mob broke
and ran, pur- He was employed in one of the packing- the regular troops, they break and run.
-----------“It didn’t seem to run down,” said chine, but cuts his grass with a scythe,
sued by the officers,away south on Hal- houses at the stock yards, but lived with Then comes the hour of vengeance. For the barber, apologetically,“and so I and grain with the sickle and cradle. He
sted, scattering as they ran, until only his parents at Bridgeport, on the corner miles the pass is strewn with heaps of crammed it down with the brush.”
aud his son are old-fashioned in every
the boldest of them were left, pushing of McGregor and Stewart streets. He Turkish slain. Whoever turns to tight
The customer acted like a man who ^respect.
down straight on for Bridgeport.This had no connectionwith the mob, but was finds himself face to face with a squad of had just made the discoverythat a rat
Although the Emperor aud Empress
was evidently a deliberate move, for they merely looking on. Wallace, a son of foes who leave him no chance of escape. had built her nest between his shoulderof Brazil get up so early in the morning,
kept at a safe distance ahead, and ran James Wallace, of the stock yards, was No quarter is given; blood flows in tor- blades and had kittens there; so he
their attendantsare not particularly wiae
with a sort of community of purpose. allot in the body and died before ho rents; it becomes a pitiless massacre; yelled:
awake. When their majesties were leavTheir object became clear when they got could he taken to the hospital. Another only a remnant is left to tell the tale of
“ Cram your crammed head to cram ing Paris for London, a casket of jewels,
to the bridge near Archer avenue, for party, whose name could not be learned, disasterand woe, and to carry dismay
nation!” and then, turning a double worth £120,000, was forgotten until the
after the officershad beaten them across was shot through the lungs. He was into the Albanian fastnesses. With
somersault out of his chair, he kicked at very moment the imperial visitors were
it another gang appeared and turned it, taken to No. 653 Archer avenue, and re- thanksgiving to God for the triumph
the reflection of tne barber in the lookgetting into the train. Her Majesty
cutting off retreat. The situation had a ports had it that he died shortly after vouchsafed to their arms, the Monteneiug-glass.The barber escaped. — Oil happened to think of the casket just in
very desperate look. There was no way being carried home. After the skirmish grins sheath their bloodied swords, and City Derrick.
the very nick of time.
of getting over. The roughs who turned the street was exceedingly quiet, and no homeward turn loaded with captured
the bridge jumped it and joined the large crowd dared to gather at any one arms and precious spoils. This is a picin
A Tragic Test.
crowd.
ture of the mode of Montenegrin fightplace.
------ 0 after
The mim is usually found when the
The day’s casualties amounted to iug as described to me by a participant A singular murder case awaiting trial
.
hef tied to a chair,
occasion comes. In this case the man twelve rioters killed and over twenty in ol j of the worst defeats the Turks in India has given rise to much legal and the house robbed of money and
was a boy— a brave little fellow, only 9 wounded, while of officers there were ever encountered at their hands.
discussion as to whether the circum- jewelry worth about $500. Her story
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O’NieL The four seriously and many slightly
Useful Hints for Measuring Land,
had left him unnoticed on the wounded.
Almost
every farmer has some way of
bridge. He sprung to the bar, pushed
A Paper-Making Spider.
measuring land, and the most common is
it, and, unmindful of the storm of missiles, threats, and pistol-ballsthat
In the heart of the American continent, to step off five paces for a rod, and call
broke upon him, slowly swung the where no other paper is manufactured, sixty by sixty-five paces an acre. For
bridge into position. The policemen the spider paper-makerdoes her quiet ordinary purposes this mode will answer,
who were rescued by the little one’s work. Back and forth, over a flat sur- but when the exact measurementof a
pluck cheered and patted him, and face about an inch and a half square, on piece of land is desired it cannot be dethrew in a collection of a nickel each for the inside wall of. a hut, the spider slowly pended upon as being accurate.
A light pole, just sixteen and a half
his benefit. It was here that a yonng moves in many lines until the square is
fellow named Castleman, a baker, about covered with a pure white paper. Under feet long, is a cheap and convenient
30 years oi age, was shot in the act of this she places from forty to fifty eggs; measure, but a four- rod tape line is much
firing a pistol at the police. Three of and then, to fasten the square of paper better.
An exact acre can be found by the folthe barrels of his weapon were found more securely to the wall, she makes a
empty when he was picked up. The ball strip of paper about a quarter of an inch lowing table of distances:
A plot of ground 5 yards wide by 968
struck the back of his head, and left him broad, and with this glues the square
not dead but unconscious. He was taken carefully around the edges. When all is yards long contains1 acre.
A plot of ground 10 yards wide by 484
to the West Twelfth street station, where done, the spider— which is quite a large
he lay until 3 o’clock, at which hour he one— places herself on the center of the yards long contains1 acre.
died.
A plot of ground 20 yards wide by 242
outside of the little flat bag so carefully
This gallant charge of Butler and made, and begins a watch which is to yards long contains 1 acre.
A plot of ground 40 yards wide by 121
Traynor’s men, with the aid that was last three weeks without intermission
rendered them by a squad from the Apparently, the young spiders would yards long contains 1 acre.
A plot of ground 80 yards wide by 60$
North Side, under command of Lieut. have many dangers to fear did not their
Bishop, and the squad that came up anxious mamma wage a tierce war upon yards long contains1 acre.
A plot of ground 70 yards wide by 69
from the Twelfth street station, broke the cockroaches and other insects that
the back bone of the insurrection there come near. After three weeks of unre- 1-7 yards long contains1 acre.
for the day.
A plot of ground 220 feet long by 198
mitting watchfulness,the mother-spider
At 10:3U the mob, swelled to a thous- leaves her nest in the daytime to hunt feet wide contains 1 acre.
A plot of ground 440 feet long by 99
and men, took up their march down Hal- food, but pee always returns at night,
sted street and kept up a continual yell- until her young are strong enough to feet wide contains1 acre.
A plot of ground 110 feet wide by 369
ing and shouting along the line. At take care of themselves.
feet long contains 1 acre.
«very comer their ranks were increased
A plot of ground 240 feet long by 181$
from stragglers, and before arriving at
A Blind Man’s Lore.
feet wide contains1 acre.
Archer avenue there must have been no
®wi»day the Rev. J. D. Biggs
One acre contains 160 square rods;
less than 1,500 men, as hard a lot of officiatedat a wedding of romantic inter4,840 square yards; 43,560 square feet.
bruisers as could be possibly gathered
est. For a long time Mr. T. J. HuMiJ
One rod contains 30.25 square yards,
together in this city. The boys were
inson has loved Mrs. M. E. Hudson,
272.25 square feet
scarce, and every man at the head of the
both of this city, but he is totally blind,
One square yard contains 9 square
line brandished Iris formidable club and
and for that reason felt a delicacy in
tlireateneddire things to the police if making his love known. About the feet
To measure com m the crib: Multiply
they attempted to resist them. The ap- origin of this love nothing can be said.
the length, breadth afid height togethet,
proach of this mob had been heralded to
!t could not be called “a love at first
m feet, to obtain the cubic feet; multithe police authorities, and a squad of
sight, but her voice was sweet and genmen was sent on to meet and drive them tlfl ami its mill! apIi/voo
back. On striking the comer of Halsted
street and Archer avenue they' were reinforced by the mob which had held
less love. In his grief lie made a confipossessionof the vicinity in the morndant of a lady friend, who divulged the
years of age, named James
rioters

ing, and the latter gathered new strength

stances justify the charge. A juggler, was that some men had bound and
who alleged that he possessed some gagged her, but the detectives suspected
power which rendered him “bullet- the girl herself. A search of the house
proof,” iuvited the prisoner in the case revealedthe stolen treasures hid iu the
to aim at him with a loaded musket, as- coal cellar. She was looked up.
suring him that he might do so without
There are irregular tides In the great
the slightest fear of producing any painlakes. One day not long ago there was
ful results. The prisoner accepted the a sudden fall of one foot in the level of
kind invitation, and, with a loaded mus- Lake Ontario, the cause of which is unket presented to him by the juggler, imknown. These tides occur at all hours
mediately sent abuUetthroughhiahead. of the day, and have been known to ocIt is urged that, as. there was no intencasion accidents to boats in shallow
tion on the part of the prisonerto kill water, the sudden receding of the water
the deceased,the charge of murder canleaving the boat dn rocks where a few
not be maintained. The juggler was moments before there had been an
thoroughlyconfident of his own invul- abundanceof water.
nerability, and several of his relations
The Southern gold mines are rising
who were to be called ns witnessesfor
n^ain to prominence, the product of
the defense were prepared to prove that,
North Carolina for the fiscal year 1875-6
although several times shot at before, he
amounting to $10,835,000, that of
was never hurt A similar case occurred
Georgia to $7,379,000, ami that of South
iu England a few years ago. A wizard
Oarohnft to $l,381,000-a total of $10,at one of the theaters begged one of the
audience as a favor tp fire a gun at him. 096,000. The product for the year j ust
The spectator, thus invited, loaded the closed is supposed to be much greater.
Eleven stamp-millsare now running near
gim with a charge of shot he had brought
Dahlonega,Ga., aud Boston capital is
with him for the express purpose of testthe dominant interest. Labor is 75 cents
ing crucially the alleged invulnerability
a day, and wood$l a cord.
of the wizard. The result wag painful
It is proposed next year to celebrate,
in the extreme — the wizard’s face was
peppered with shot, and the spectator at Penzance or Truro, in Cornwall, the
who fired the gun was given in the cus centenary of the death of the Cornish
tody
tody of the police. Both narrowly
narrow! es- language. According to general belief
caped death— one by the gun and the the last person who conld speak CornuBritish fluently died in 1778. It is
)ther by the gallows.
recorded that she used the language
chiefly for swearing purposes. The
An Ill-StarredYouth.
celebration will probably take the form
A local paper in Pennsylvania tells of of a Congress of Celtic scholars, and it
a youth living in the vicinity who has is expected that this reunion will be folundergone a varied experience in cas- lowed by the publication of a ntimber of
ualties of a character almost sufficientto Cornish manuscripts.

secret to Mrs. Hudson, and carried the
‘one of the traditions of the service that
the glad tidings back to the melancholy lover
spectacleswere unsoldierly. But the
“bull-whackers”and rioters got over
that his passion was returned. The joy
late war demonstrated, among other
the bridge, when they were oon.
felt can ueYer be told. The minor things, that men can fight as well with
frontou by the police and stopped matters were soon nrmnfroii OT.,i
spectacles as without them— in many
on their northward
n ar-rangetl‘
cases a good deal better. Dr. Perrin
were
nd get home,
has submitted a report on the subject. broken.
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rniu any accident insurance company in
Wirinsilt
i hold an wtrvlirtOT
—
which he might
polity. Xj
lie comUpon the announcement of tie arrival
menced the world deaf —
and
at
- «timb,
Aft^r of Prince Hassan, son of the Khedive
attaininga sufficient growth to engage
with the Egyptian contingent of ,6, 500
in the usual sports of childhood, he fell
infantryandl,000 artUl^, the Sultan
from a swing and received an injury ordered the sacrificeof 100 sheep at the
from a splinter, which resulted in the
loss of an eye. Subsequently a horse
stepped on his face, inflicting serious to the old-fashionedetiquette in orespain and disfigurement Venturing too
of toe Sultan. He touched Lth
near the railroad, he was knocked down hands to his boots, and .carried them to
by a train of cars, and considerably
upon his
bruised and injured thereby. Last Fri- stomach
day, while playing in the road, he was the high
theVak^Md'otfer
run over by a team and had an arm
----- a military sa—

-

tis ^^hTarms

_

f

| Mn.

William Astor, of New York, is
history of the past two weeks, they should I having a new pleasure yacht built, which
be convinced that they can never gain will be the largest schooneryacht in the
Saturday, August 4th, 1877. their ends by violence, by taking the law world and will cost a quarter of a million,
into their own hands, by stoppingtrans- ' She is built for southerncruising in tbe
THfi HISTORY OF TH2 STRIKE.
portaiion, by attacking the personal rights winter season, to which her owner is parof thb community and endangering so- tial. In addition to her working sails, she
The great railroad strike is substantially
will have an immense suit of racing canciety.— CW. Tribune.
ut an end. Communications are restored
—

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

only heed it. As they look back over the

-

—

and

vas for regattas and match races.

-

moving uninterrupted- Shoe Hanufactore in the United States.
ly, conveying the exchangesof the East and
Edouard Bally, a Swiss commissioner
West. It may be as yet-prematureto retrains are again

cord the

details of the la4t

two weeks con-

to the centennial

parrifi

and Swiss shoe manufac-

a very eulogistic report to vVAKDUR-McMILLAN—lu the townuhtpof HoL*
land, at the reeldencoof Mr. D Laasman, on
his government on the BatchellermanuTuesday,July 81, 1877. by R. K. Heald, Eeq., Mr.
to estimate the particular results, but the
factures at North Brookfield. He deChari ea Warbur to Miae Maggie McMillan, both
general historyof the strike can be recordof Allendale, Ottawa County,Mich.
scribes
the
excellent
facilities,and is
ed now as well as at any time. The genfusion, to search for the special causes, or

turer, makes

was the pressure astonishedat the difference between the
American and Swiss workmen. He saw
of hard times, which has acted upon the
a
sole-cutting-machineproducing 9,000
railroads more disastrouslythan upon
pairs a day, while at his own factory the
other public corporations.Their business
has fallen oft heavily, their receipts have same machine could he made to turn out
but 400. “With us,” he says, “a shoedecreased, their stocks have fallen, and
maker would require at least one hour to
their debts have enlarged,until at last
eral cause

many

of

the strike

of them have been forced into bank-

PHtENIX HOTEL
JAMES RYDER,

Proprietor.

cut and polish a pair of shoes for ordinary

Thla hotel h>* changed hands, and will henceruptcy. The rest, to save themselves, were
forth be run by its old proprietor.The traveling
is taken through seven manipulations, community can rely on the beat accommodations.
compelled to practice economy, some by
It* situation,near the Chicagodepot, makes it the
which constitute the work in question, in handiest and easiest hotel for the weary traveler.
reducing the wages of all classes of their
ten minutes.” He sees a sewing-machine
' JAMES RYDER.
force of employes and others by reducing
Holland, August 1, 1877.
making 800 stitches a minute; a peggingthe wages of all classes of their workmen.
machine driving 800 pegs a minute. His
Early in July a reductionof 10 per cent

workmen. In

this factory a pair of shoes

The Seaside

own workmen have American machines
and materials, but their product is altoWestern roads, causing great discontent
among the employen, which gradually in- gether inferior to that of the American.
Mr. Bully considersthe temperate charcreased until the time was ripe for resistacter, the intelligence and skill, of the
anoe to the action of the railway comAmerican workmen to be invincible,and
panies.
pleads for vigilanceon the part of all
Meanwhile a little incident, which, unwas made on

Eastern and

all the principal

library.

Choice hooka no longer for the few only. The
beet standard novels within the reach of every one
Booka usually sold from $1 to $8 given (nnchanged
and unabridged)for 10 and V) cent*.

No.)

East Eynne, By Mrs. Henry

1.

Wood (Doable

Me

John Halifax, gent., By Miss Mnlock. 20c.
3. Jane Eyre, By Charlotte
20c.
4. A Woman-Hater, Charles Reado’a new novel 20c.
5. The Black-Iudles, Jnles Verne’slatest10c.
1 Last daya of Pompeii, By
10c.
7. Adam Bede. By George Eliot.
JOc.
8. The Arundel Motto, By Mary (Jecll Hay. l«c.
9. Old Myddelton'eMoney, By Mary Cecil Hay. 10c.
10. The Woman in White, By Wilke Collins. 20c.
II. The Mill on the Floee, By George Eilot. 20c.
19. The American Senator. By Anthony Trollope 20c.
18. A Princess of Thule, By William Black. 20c.
14, The Dead Secret, By Wilkie Colllus. 10c.
16. Roraola, By George
20c.
18. The English at the North Pole and Field of
Ice. In one book. By Jnles Verne. 10c.
17. Hidden Peril*,By Mary Cecil Hay.
!8. Barbara’s History. By Amelia B. Edwards. 20c.
19. A Terrible Temptation, By Chas. Rcndc. 10c.
20. Old Curioelty Shop. By Charles Dickens, £)c.
21. Foul Play, By Charles
10c.
22. Man and Wife, By Wilkie
20c.
fri. The Squlre’a Legacy, By Mary Cecil Hay. 20c.
For sale by all Booksellers and Newsdealers,or
sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price by
GEORGE MUNRO, Publish kb,
P. O. Box 5857 21, 23, and 25 Vandcwater St, N. Y.
I.

Buiwer.

of any result, played an importantpart in have a patent system and every new
kindling the conflagration. A fireman mechanical device adopted; the workmen
named Ammon bad been discharged tor lectured upon their bad habits, and the
good cause from the service of the Fort government to place a check upon the
Wayne Railroad. In revenge, he con- beer shop and its attendant debauchery.

W

»ho second part, and roOCrdud in the office of the
Register of Deed*, in and for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh' at) day of
May, A. D. 1874, at two o’clock in the afternoon of
said day, in Liber “Y,” of mortgage*, on page five
hundred and thirty five (685). Ana whereas,there
Is now claimed to be due and unpaid at thi* dale
on said second instalment of «ald indentureof
mortgage the sum ol one hundred and twenty-six
dollars and eighty-one cents, ($121.81)for principal
and interest; And whereas, the said Indentureof
mortgage contains a condition that as often ns any
proceedings is taken to foreclose the same by virtue of the power of sate therein containedthe sum
of twenty (20) dollarsshall bo paid by the party of
tho first part to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney's or solicitor’s fee, and all the
legal costs and charges ot such foracloaure and sale
in case proceedings shall be taken to foreclose the
same, and no suit at law or chancery having been
institnted to recover said debt or any part thereof,
b/our, thtrtfor, notice Is Asrafty given, that by virtue
of the power of sale containedin said mortgage
and of the statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale ol
the mortgaged premises, or so mnch thereof as Is
necessary to satisfythe amount dne on said mortgage for principal and Interestof said Installment,
said attorney'sfee. and the legal costs and expenses
offoreclosureand sale allowed by law, at public auction or vendue to the highestbidder on the tenth
(10) day of September A. D. 1877, at twelve o'clock
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Connty Court House, in the City of Grand Haven,
in fsla County of Ottawa and Stats of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Circnit Court
for said Connty. Said mortgaged premises to be
sold are described in said mortgage a* follows, to
wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land, situate in the City of Holland, in tho Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and describedas follows, to wit: Lot numberedfive and the west
fourth part of lot numberedfour in Block fifty
eight (56) in the village (now city) of Holland, In
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,accordingto the recorded map of the same.
of

Dated, Holland, Mich., Jane 8th, A. D. 1877.

Bronte.

.

der any other condition of things, might concerned in Switzerlandto place Switzerhave been only a harmlessepisode, barren land upon a similar footing. He would

MORTGAGE SALE.
Y^VE FAULT having been made in the condition*
of payment (of the second instnllmant) of u
certain Indenture of mortgage,dated on the eighth
(8) day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy four (1874,) made and executedby John A.
Roost, and Clara Boost, of the City of Holland,
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, parties
of the first part, and GIJsbrechtStein, of Allegan,
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party

MARY

STEIN,

Executrix qf Oi* hut Will and Testament
cf OiJdtrecAtStein, d ceased.
ft McBRlDK, Ally's for Executrix.

HOWARD

A New
Of

all

Arrival
kinds of

SUMMER
And

of

CLOTHING

BOYS’
Is

GOODS,

a fine lot

offered very cheap at

W. BOSMAN,

J.

MERCHANT TAILOR.
ALL SINSS OF HEN'S

Hats & Caps

Give us

HUM

&00DS.

Great Variety.

in

a call

and see our

Goods.
j.

Holland, May
CHA3.

26,

BOSMAN,

w.

1876.

42-ly

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.

Of

all

kinds and sixes.

both the

Inscriptions cut in

English & Dutch languages.

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

Mortgage Sole.

Schmidt

Chas.
d Bro.,
having been made in the condition*
of a certain mortgage dated the 4th day of
77 CANAL STREET,
October, A. D. 1889, made and exeented by Albert
RAPIDS, MICH.
Borgers and Janus Borgers, of Holland, in the
County of OtUwa and State of Michigan,parties
cf the first part, and Hendrik Lanning and Albert
Ridderlng, of Zeeland, Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
-**TAEFAULT having bean made la the conditions
parties of the second part, recorded in the offlee
ceived the idea of inauguratinga resistof payment (of tho third Instalment)of a
If reports are true, the Russians in Euof the Register of Deeds in snd lor the Connty of Otcertain indentnre of mortgage,dsied on the eighth
ance to the road In the form of a strike. rope are in a positionas critical as their
tawa and State of Michigan,on tho 8th day of Janu- (8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and executed
ary, A. D. WTO, at 6 o'clock in the forenoon of *aid by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
He went at the work coolly and deliber- fellows in Asia. The Turks claim a great
day in Liber “T” of Mortgages,on page 84. And Holland, Connty of OtUwa, Bute of Michigan, of
whereas,there is claimed to be due and unpaid at the first part, G(j*brecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
ately. His scheme at first contemplated
victory north of the Balkans, in which the
this date the sum of three hundred ana sixty County of Allegan, and Bute of Michigan,of the
engineers as well as firemen and brakemen
and 65-lOOtha dollar* for principal and interest; second part, and recorded in the offlee of the RegHuskianssuffered very heavily,and their
and whereas, the said mortgage contain*a condi- ister of Deeds in and for the Connty of Ottawa and
in a grand concertedmovement, bat the
advices also indicatethat the Russians
tion that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
State of Michigan, on the eleventh (llth) day of
engineershad already been on an unsucforeclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of May, A. D. 1874, at two o’clock in the afternoon. f
south of the Balkans are
in besale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten said day in Liber “Y” of mortgages on page five
cessful strike, and besides were already
dollars as an attorneyor solicitor’sfee shall be hundred and thirty-five(535) wlilch third Instaltween the powerful forces
Suleman
paid by the party of the first part to the party of ment of said indenture of mortgage was on
handed in a Brotherhood,governed by a
Pasha and Raouf
Should this
the second part, and all the legal costs and charges fifth (5) day of March, A. D. 1875, duly assigned by
regular code of laws, and acting only on
of such foreclosure and sale In case proceedings said Uljebrecht Stein to I. O. Hoffman,of Allegan,
prove true, it would seem to indicate that
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and. no suit Michigan, said assignment was recorded in the
T
a desirable farm containing41 acres,
its own motion independent of all other
at Law or in Chancery having been Institutedto offlee of the Register of Deeds In and for
the Russians have made precisely tbe same
situated on Black Lake, 8X miles west of the
recover said debt or any part thereof. Now Thm- the Connty of OtUwa and State of Michigan,
tradcs-unioni He therefore confined his
mistake in Europe that they made In Asia; Citv of Holland. Michigan. It is called the fore, notice is hereby given that by virtue of the on
the third tSd] day of May, A. D., 1877, at one
“Woodruff Farm,” and nontaln* all the convenefforts to the firemen, brakesmen, conducpower of sale containedin said mortgage,and ot (M o'clock in the afternoon of said day, in
first, in underestimating the strength of iences of a modern farm— a good house, water in
the statute in snch case made and provided, the Liber “4,” of Mortgages, on page two huntors and switchmen, and equiped with a
abundance etc. There art) some 800 grape vines
the Turks, and second, in so dividing that bear well, also 100 apple trees, pear trees, said mortgagewill be foreclosed,by a sale if the dred and ninety eight, (298). And whereas,
mortgaged premises,or so much thereof as is there Is now claimed to be due, and unpaid at this
ritual, and set of rules, and by-laws simitheir forces as to weaken them.
crush- cherry trees, crab apple and transcendent.It Is necessaryto satisfy the amount dne upon said
date, on said third installment of said indenture of
a
splendid
site
and
increasing
in
valne.
I
will
sell
lar to those of the engineers, be traveled
mortgage,for principal and interest,said attorney Mortgage,the ium of one hundred and seventeen
ing defeat in Europe at this late period of the above for a reasonable price. Address
fee, and the costs snd expensesof foreclosure anil
and 42-100 dollars,($117 42-100.) for principal and
up and down the Eastern division of the
THOMAS LYNCH.
sale allowedby law. at public aution or vendue to interest. And. whereas, the said indenture of
the season must virtually end the cam
24-1 8
Racine, Wls.
Baltimore& Ohio Railroad, as well as the
the highest bidder, on the 18th DAY OT 8IPTSMSXB, Mortgagecontains a condition that as often as any
paign and carry it over to next season, as
A. D. 1877. at l o'clock in the afternoon of said proceeding is Uken to foreclose the same by virtue
Fort Wayne, organizingthe train-men into
day. at the front door of tho County Court House, of the power of Sale thereincontained, the sum
has been the case In Asia. It may be well
in tho City of Grand Haven, in sain County of Ot- of twenty (20) dollars sha.l bo paid by the party of
secret societies, bound by oath to resist the
however, to discount the news somewhat,
tawa and State of Michigan,that being the place the first part to the party of the second part as a
railroad company through the medium of
for holding the Circuit Court lor said County. The
reasonable attorney's or solicitor’s fee, and all the
as it comes from Constantinople and from
said mortgaged premise* to be sold are described legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and
strikes. Having accomplishedhis work so
In said mortgage as follows, to wit: All of that sale in case proceedingsshall be taken to forclose
English Turkophiles.
T. If,
Proprietor. certain piece or parcel of land being situated in the same, and no suit at law or chauccry having
fur as these roads were concerned,he next
tne County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, been instituted to recover said debt or any part
One of the most remarkable features of
essayed the PennsylvaniaCenlral, and was
known and describedas follows, viz: The south- thereof.New, therejore,notice is hereby given, that
east quarter of the north-east quarter of section by virtue of the power of sale containedin said
succeedingso well in his work that be en- tbe recent strike was the secrecy with
twenty three (23) in township five [51 north of range mortgage and of the statute iu such case made and
fifteen [15] west, excepting the Villageof New provided, tbe said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
larged his field of labor and sent out emis- which it was organized and sprung upon

-

-
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GRAND

MORTGAGE SALE.

Reade.
CoUins.

hemmed
of
Pasha.

He

FRUIT FARM FOR SALE.
1

HAVE

A

w

•

SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
LYOX, - - -

Special

Announcement.

The undersigned desires to announce to

the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprieseems to have had a decided Scott
tor of this well-known and popular hole), and
that he will hereafter give his personal attention
faculty for organizing, and an intelligence been aware of it at all until it was in full to the managementof tbe house and tbe wants
above the average of the class of workmen operation. The organizers planned it in of his guests. The house has been refitted and refurnished, and now offersthe best of accommodato which he belongs. He gave promise of secret and set it in motion without any tions to the traveling pnhllc. It contains 130 handand commodious rooms, fifty of which can
reaching the same degree of success at the preliminary conferenceswith railroad some
be had with board at gLOO per day, and the rehead of the firemen and brakemen thul officials, as 1ms been customary in former mairder at the nsnal price. Having conductedthe
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past sixArthur has achieved as the organizer of strikes.
Vanderbilt is so gratified teen year*, and thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hope* for a continuanceof the same.
the engineers in his Bbtherhood of the with the small number of his men
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not exce.led by
Footboard. Had he succeeded, the strike engaged in it— only 500 out of 12,000 any public house in the State, the tables are supplied with all the markets afford, and carefulattenwould have been much more formidable —that he has ordered a division of $100,- tion is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the
than the event has proved. Beforedie had 000 among them, pro rata, as a reward for
traveling public, which will be duty appreciated
completed his purpose, however, there good behavior. Had the fireman,
by the proprietor.

saries to

work the New York and Erie the

Road. He

East. Niether Col.
nor Mr. Vanderbilt seem to have

railroads at the

tember 14tb, 18.*>2.containing by computatlo't
twenty-three acre* of land more or less.
Gdand Haven. Mich., June 19th, 1877.
HENDRIK LANNING, and
Geo. W.
A

Ammon,

was

a premature explosion in

West

Vir-

ginia on the Baltimore& Ohio Road, and

the Ceutral that he had on the Baltimore

when

& Ohio and the Pennsylvania roads, Mr.

he

had

other roads,

it

laid

the train on that and

spread with wonderfulrapid- Vanderbiltmight have

been'

compelled

figure how he could

prepared the way, and the

serious deficiency, instead of awarding

make up a

.A.

very

came

too

all over the West, reaching even to

San

yet, you see. It seems to

me

know.

All these things*are run

The corn planter will be a cheaper machine, and
plant* mnch faster, and with lea* power than any
other corn planter known.
C.

Holland, Mich., Jnly

14,

became a contest between the
tbe people.

On

MULDER

1877. SMm

other the law-abiding.The one sumto Us

ranks the

riff-raffof the

com-

munity, the other called upon the police
and the

militia, and,

when

it

looked as

Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family.

H. Wijkhiujsen,

by steam

struggle was a

tuiiRrms

I

scholars.

“Indispensable
to every student of the English
R. Waite, Vhitf Justice United

off.

The Highest Authority in Great Britainae welt as
in the United States.

.

ALSO

Thiers to accompa-

ny me through the museums.” “That's the

Weta'i Xitioul Putiritl
tublUM by

of M. Thiers, in-

store of Ut.

museums and picture galleries.Tillers
rang for his hat and cane, set out imme-

who

learned on her arrival that

I

CALL & SEE

The American flag has been hoisted at
Samoa and allegiance formerlytendered
United

States.

at

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jet
elry bu*lne«*. and Mr. Wljkhnljscato the Watcho
However, each of them will wait on the public
absence of the other. They have a large and bee
tlful stock.of Clocks and Watches,which they off
for sale cheap.

M. Thiers hud preeipiUlely left the house
with a strange lady, in a cab.

to the

J.AUIII,

No. 52, Eighth Street

diately,and nearly killed his wife with
jealousy,

Mom

600 Engravings;1040 Pages Octavo. *

“that I cannot do. ” The Queen called a cab,
to the residence

Medicines,

Paints

Holland, Mich.,

Sept. 25. 1876.

H. WjJKHUIJgRN
i

J. At.ueks.

and

Oils

Arc sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
strictly

pure.

Trusses,

Chamois Skins,

The sale Is 23 times as great as the sale of any
other large Dictionary.
More than 30.000 copies have been placed in tho
public schools ot the United States.
Reccommeudedby 28 Btste Superintendentsof

her visits to Paris be asketl what he could

drove up

Drugs,

Counter, Cloth,

Hair and

Paint Brushes.
Schools.
PT* Warmly reccommeuded by Bancroft, Pres
cott, Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, Hsllock,Whittier,
AU the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
Willis.Haxe, Kllhu fiurritt, Daniel Weheter, A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
Rufus Choate, H. Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann. bottle or by measure.
PresidentsWoolsey, Waylsnd. Hopkins, Nott,
J. O. DOESBURG.
Walker,Anderson,[more than fifty College PresiHolland, Mich.. Jnly®, 1876. •
dent* In all,] and the best American and European

Napoleon III. bad a great esteem for
the Queen of Holland, and during one of
for her. “Invite M.

EIGHTH STREET.

IVNow containstwentj-flvo per cent more other. Medicineswarrantedto he
matter than any other one volume English Diction-

if

one. The mob
law into its own hands and failed. It was
crushed and driven to its holes. The law
trinmphed.Peace and order hare returned. The wheels of commerce have
again commenced to move. Only here
and there are smoldering heaps of ashes
which will die out of themselves, even if
they are not stamped out. There is a
profitable-lesson in the history of this
strike for railroad employes,if they would
brief

8000 IM1AVIKQI; X810FA018 OOAITO.

- •

70,

A NATIONAL STANDARD.

Offers his services as such to the public and wl
guaranteehis work for moderate charges. Hsvlr
troducedherself, inyited him to act as her been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Josll
sought to take tbe
guide, philosopher,and friend to tbe A Hreyman, has now started for himself in tt

The

NO.

only thing, alas!” replied his Majesty,

the enemies of society might triumph, upon the regular army.

DOESBURG,
mm m mmai

language.’’- Jf.
States.

do

Dated, Holland. Michigan,June 8th, A. D. 1877.

J. 0.

ary published In this country or Great Britain.

mob and

the one side were arrayed

the Yiciou*. elements of society, on the

moned

“Oh! ah!” and he ambled

same.

BY

commotion, determined to improve the see the chap turning the crank as I came
opportunityof the strike by a carnival of down stairs just now?” “Why, that was
license. At first it was a contest between the man grinding the coffee for breakfast!”
it

HOWARD.

PLANTER

they run

vagabonds of other places, were ail in voice. “Eh! Don’t it though. Didn't

M.D.

ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Assignee.
Howard A McBride, Att'ysfor Assignee.

will be offered.

the hoodlums of S«n Francisco, the roughs on the continent, and not by 'and power."
of 8t. Louis, and the tramps, thieves, and “This don’t run by hand,” ventured a

railroadsand their employes; at last

42-tf

The patent will be for sale by November next,
State right*. County right* and townihlp rights

Francisco, but also for the uprising of these things rascally slow in Ibis country.
mobs for the purpose of incendiarismand We don’t ’ev to wait this way at ’orae, ye
plunder. The Communista of Chicago,

LYON.

of splendid clay
city. Near church
and school' house, at u bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 ucres of unimproved land in the TownMichigan,according to the recorded map of the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
I will sell eighty ncrcs

soil, six miles from this

CHARLES MULDER.

“lathe thing going?” said an extreme
soon. His
plans were not fully consumated, but when Englishman in tight-fitting pantaloonsand
once U started,it was beyond his control. short roundabout the other morning,
The strike commenced at Martinsburg, while waiting for the elevator in a leading
West Virginia,and spread as with elec- hotel. “Well, I guess she is.” Well,
really, you see,” said the interrogator,
tricity along the different railroads.
The success of the mob at Pittsburg was “I've been waiting full ’alf au ’our for
the signal not only for a universalstrike the blarsted thing, and it ain’t come down
it

II.

JUST INVENTED

duction was the match that started the gratuitiesto his men.
the end he

conflagration.The strike was
was aiming ut, but

T.

for Sale.

NEW PATENT

CORN

to

ity. Everything was opportune.He had
10 per cent re

•

however, had the same opportunitieson

Mortgagees.
19-1 3v

ttorneyfor

Farm

Mr.

who

ALBERT RIDDERING,
McBniDE,
Mortgagees.

sale of the mortgaged premises, or so mnch thereof as is necessary to satisfy the amount due on
said mortgage for principal and Interestof said installment, said attorney's fee, and the legal costs
and expenseg of foreclosureand sale allowedby
law, at public auction or vendue, to the highest bmder«)» the Tenth (10) day of September, A. I). 1877. at
one o’clock in the aftei noon ol said day. at the front
door of the County Court House, iu tbe City of
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, aud Stale
of Michigan, that being the place for holding tho
Circuit Court for said Couniy; Said mortgaged
premises to be sold arc described In said mortgage
as ft Hows, to wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land, situate in the City of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,and described as follows, to wit; Lot numberedfive (5)
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) in
Block fifty elg»>t (58) In the village, (now city) of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa, and State of

0. k 0.

VUIIAM, Sprtagflill,Man.

m

A LECTURE
'TO YOUNG MEN.

Just Published in a sealeil enveloped. Price six cents.

A Lecture on the Nature.Treatment, and radical cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorraa,
indneed by Self Abase, Involuntary Seminal
Losses, Impotenry,Nervons Debility,and Imped-

-By

uu

thor of the “Green Book.” Ac.
The world-renowned snlhor, In this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own sxperience
PubMsd bylVnOH, BLAXJHAH, TAYLOUOO., »- Y. that the awful consequencesof self-abusemay be
effectnallyremoved without medicine, and witnont
Webster’sPrimaiySchool Dictionary, 904 Engrav’s dangerous snrgtcal operations,bongies, instruCommon
*
ments, rings, or cordials; poiming ontamodoof
High
*• s
cure at once simple, certain, and effectual,by
“
means of which every sufferer, no matter what
OofilMng
with unmerons his conditionmay be, may cure himself cheaply,
illustrationsand many valuabletables not to be privately, nod radically.
.
found elsewhere.
This Lecture should he in the hands of
every yonth and every man la the laudv

Webster’s Abridgments.

“
“
“
•*

“
“
“
Honse “

School

School
Academic

974
197
841

J.

.

0T

Fine Building Site For Sale.
HTHE

Easr 45 feet of Lot 5 in Block 38. Situated
between J. O. Docsburg'sDrug More, and P.
ft A. Steketoe’s General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire
•. u. DOESDURG.
Holland. April 7,
8-tf

A

of 1877.

Sent under seal, in a plain envelop#,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of sis coots or two
poet stamp*.
Address the Publishers,

TtimmimitM,
t^icn It , Siw York; Post Opcc Box. 4886.
s

4

Mn.

lotting

J. C. Pott

home from

omk of

and bride have returned

our street crossingson Eighth

street are getting very

their wedding tour.

bad. How

is this,

Mr. Street Commissioner^

Wheat

Our

aod flour are coming down.

--

*4- ,

NO. 80

postmasterdisplays a new kind of

black writing ink, which we pronounce

if

All

the cabinet ottifcers are said to be excellent.
v<£y fond of bilHardovooto the president.

•

The

cepted

President and Cabinet have ac-

be present at the
Louisvilleexhibition on

son, N. J.,

. ]

-

L

And

silk mills in Patter-

scription of aiik goods.

-

--

-

A Holland young man by

the

name

of

son’s ship yard, was launched on

Inventors are hard at work on electric
iScientifleAmerican says that

in himself,

undoubtedly electricity will soon super-

is

first-class.

ousy prompted her

,

tal
il-

List of letters remaining in the Post

lumination. -Ad--

flee at

Holland, Michigan, August

2,

S. Hylem, John Odier, Mr. Dueker,

At Pigeon, about half way between this
city and Grand Haven some enterprising 1 Emery,
individualhaa started a factory to make
oil of wintergreen. It was represented to

|

VER/TT

If you wish

to

LOW.

see a well assorted stock

^

Verbeek P

-

Goods,

,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,
Grocenes,
Flour & Feed,
Provisions etc

\ .

Furnishing

Clothing,

Crockery,

Stoneware,

RIVER STREET.
We

HOLLAND, MICH

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
invite the Public to

wish to purchase.

to write scurrilous pos-

-

John

A Mrs. W ilford, of Calloway county,

W.

Georgia,has had horn to her twelve child,

M

KOFFERS,

DEALERS IN

W

cards and notes to the husband of an-

other lady.

1877:

Miss Y. Bush, Rev. Woodford,

Wlialey*

Of

&

trade, go

ren at five births. At the first birth, one;

TED.

A. IN"

Everything in the line
the highest market pri<
ices.
1

Holland, Mich., November

5,

of

Produce will be receive and at

1875.

next two births, twins; third birth, triplets,

and about two weeks ago she presented

us as being very simple and quite remunj

The very

latest dispatches

from Europe

confirm the news of the day before, that

era live.

the Russians have lost two battles with
Mr, Dubois, formerly editor and proterriblelosses,and are retreating to get
priety of the Grand Haven Iltrdld, has
reinforcements. It to too late for particubought the Grand Rapids Evening Post,
lars in this issue, and will publish the de-

and Mr. H. M. Clark of the Grand Rapids

tails next

Democrat has sold his office to Messrs.
Sieveus

FRIQBS

her to sing.

Monday been required to leave Nashville on aclast. Her model is beautiful, and her count of the unfortunatejealousy of a
machinery, which Mr. Brooks to putting female member of the family, whose jeal'

tree.

sede all other artificialsubstances for

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

DTJURSEMA

trees in CentennialPark are being

and the

STRAW

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

watered, and the weeds have been cut John Dekker, age 22, was killed on Friday
The Sutro tunnel, intended as an imdown. This is a good job, although some last inn paper mill at Rockford, Mich. proved outlet for the Comstock mines in
of the trees will not survive the drouth.
This was at first supposed to be “Billy” Nevada, has penetrated about three miles
Dekker, from here; but his brother says and a half, has cost nearly $3,000,000, and
The oak under which Wesley preached
not.
will be extended half a mils further. It
bis first sermon in America is still standwas commenced eight years ago.
ing at Frederica, Ga., and on the Fourth
The beautiful little steam yacht which
-«•»- — ---several ministers visited the venerable Mr. H. G. Brooks was building at AnderA family of high social position have

lights,

IN

-

-

--

The

best assorted Stock of

HATS, CAPS and

•«—
Since the Nlcholls government came
11-tow
Mu. R. E. Werkman has leased Mr. R. into powei in Louisianaseventeen RepubThe schooner Elva sprung a leak after k. Heald’s sash and blind factory, and lican newspapers have stopped circulating
being loaded, and was hauled out on. ^oposc* to ruu a business of his own.
owing to the loss of stale advertising.
Monday last at Anderson’s shipyard for Qo in, Rijn!
repairs.
The house Gen. Grant occupied in St.
The Superior Court of Cincinnati has Louis before the war still stands on Burton
Mr. L. T. Kantbhb has formed a co vindicated its dignity by imposing a fine
street, in that city. It is a wooden strucpartnership with Mr. CoWiersema for the of $10 each on two members of the bar
ture, a story and a half high, and contains
management of his red ribbon saloon un- who had a fist fight in court.
two rooms.
der Kenyon’s blocK.
-*•+- ----On July 10 a fine specimen of the ColA Frenchman having heard the word
By the carelessness of Mr. M. D. How- orado beetle was recognized crawling
“press” made use of as signifying persua
ard’s stable boy, his horse got at the Paris along a rope, in the vicinity of the Liversion, ns “Press that gentleman to take
green mixed with Rye flour, and survived pool docks, Dublin. It was the first specisomething to eat,” shortly afterwards Dry
the dose but a few hours.
men seen in Ireland.
asked a lady if he could not “squeeze”

shade.

ROE ST

.A.

season so far, the thermometer ranging as Philadelphiais too hot for him.
as 06 in the

R E,

have received an order from

Mr. Fiitz Hummel has arrived home Paris for the manufacture of a certain deLast Tuesday was the hottest day of the from a tr|p t0 Philadelphia. He says,'
high

STO
STREET.

Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Mas the

Inyittttionsto

opening of the
A new sinking school has been started September 17.
Mu. John Roost to packing and shipping In rooms fltted up for that purpose ovet j,
pears— 26 baskets were sent to Muskegon Mr. Kroou’s hardware store.
Two of the largest

last Wednesday.

STAR HAT
MONROE

week.

her husband with four

man

is fairly

more. The

poor

appalled with this sort of

A Mosquito story in

the Philadelphia

Tint Savannah (Ga.) News says that

(i.

Van. Patten.

Record: “When a big trunk was landed
from an express wagon the insectscrawled
through the keyhole. If the clothes be

& Messraore.

NEW FIRM! CROSBY’S

arithmetical progression.

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK.
Comer Monroe an d Ionia

Having mcceedcd the late firm of G. Van Patten
.V Co., at the aame stand and in the earne buainea*
win he# to advertise throngh the columna of the
Nuwa his Block of

trtclr.

ORAND RAPIDS.

fat person was the owner the
This is and remains the popumosquitoes
would
stay within and be car- Dr^r Goods,
The woods are on fire and burning fierce'
lar Eating House of
$5,000, known as the “Villageproperty,”
ried up the room, where they would lay
at a great many places along the railroad beats
<fc Caps,
Kapids.
on St Simon’s island, is being bargained
for the fat person until bed time.”
tween here aod Grand Haven, and at se/
Groceries,
for by Mr. W. J. Hays, the recent pureral places all around us. ( A goou Heavy
The administration was frightened
chaser of Cannon’s point, for a colony of
Spring Chickens on
Crockery,
rain would be a great relief. The drouth
nearly out of its boots the Other day when
twelve Illinois families.
Flour
Feed.
to so intense that trees are dying and weeds
a Massachusettspostmastersent word that
Etc., Etc. If you want a square meal go
A report reached Grand Rapids, Mich.,
are withering.
he bad resigned positions he behl on twi* r
and try them.
on Thursday last that the employes of the
or three Democratic committees. How a
Col. Mansfield and Capt. Mower were
Muskegon Boom Company had struck that
Goods
first-class Breakfast 25 ots. Dinner
Democratic postmaster got into Massachuin town on Thursday last and went down
day, and one man who did not want to
setts is a mystery, but he was probably left
to the harbor to inspect the work, which
ots. Supper 25 cts.
strike, and wanted to go to work, was
over from Jefferson’s or Jackson’s adminthey found in an advanced state and pro
o
taken by the strikers and hang to a tree.
istration.
grossing well. The Colonel was well
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
The man was cut down by a citizen ju&L in
be relied upon.
pleased with the new .pier filling, and
A child charmed by a black snake in
time to prevent strangulation.The report
pronounced it admirable.
speaks of no arrests, and we think it reads Jeffersoncounty fed the snake daily for
Meals got up to order any time,
over a week. The father discovered the
a little wild.
Complaint to made that British merG. VAN PUTTEN.
snake coiled up in the child’s lap and
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Holland, Aug. 2. 1876.
chants are flooding the Chinese markets
It is said that the body of a boy killed it, whereupon the little one went
with cheap Manchester fabrics,which they
recentlydrowned in the Monongahela at into spasms of grief and refused to eat
Drs.
call “Americandrills.” When expostuPittsburg was discoveredby throwing one food of any kind. She cries almost conl-K
ited with they frankly confess they canof his shirts into the water, which floated tinually, except while asleep, and physinot make the genuine article, and that the
about a while and finally settledto the cians state that she will live but a short
Chinese will bay none other; so they
bottom beside the body. His mother also lime.— AfnamMe Tribune.
counterfeit our best brands.
No. 86, Eighth Stmt.
claims to have known of his drowning
After four weeks of exhaustive labor
DEALEH IN
before
any
one
informed
her,
from
seeing
A young man, being attacked by Indians
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
on the Michigan University chancery suit
his
body
at
the
bottom
of
a
tub
while
donear Fort Fetterman, took a position in a
DEALERS in
at Ann Arbor, the judge managed to pick
place that was surrounded by rocks, and ing the family washing.
out two questions of fact to submit to the
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
defended himself for two days. He was
The first number of the new Dutch tri- jury, and then kicked the rest of the case
wounded thirteen times, and at last killed.
and Fancy Articles.
weekly, Dt Grand Rapids Nieuwebode, pub- out of his bailiwick, because, as be frankly
A photograph of a girl inscribed "Mamie,”
admitted,
he
had
lost
all
hope
pf
ever
anlished at Grand Rapids, Mich., by Klyn
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
PreBcripUonBcarefally prepared atallhonrf of
was the only thing found on him by which
day and night. Oar etock U all firet-claae, and
& Co., reached us yesterday, and seems to demanding it. This action complicates the
we offer It to the public cheap for caah.
he may be identified, i
mean business. It starta out with a good the matter still further, as council for the
We invite onr friend* and the pnbllc generally to
On Tuesday last Mrs. Uileohan, the intention, and quite a variety of news. parties differ at to the right of the court give ne a ehare of their patronage.
Of the neateetetylce and beat qnalltle*which 1
T. K. ANNIS, M. D.
, effer cheaper than anybody elae.
wife of a shoemaker by that name, residing There U no question about the abilityof to order a change of venue.

tokened that a

four thousand acres of land, valued, at

Grand

<

Hand.

-

&

-

jre

The

25

-

PRICES
- ARE LOW.

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

er caiITnd

see.

ANNIS & BROEK,

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

I

J.UiltmiE

Boots and Shoes

North Holland,committed suicide by its editcr, and we don’t doubt iti success,
hanging herself to the bedroom door with provided the other partners will do their
in

A cloudburstmay be a serious thing in
the Cheyenne region, where the streams
a scarf. For some days past the has ap- share of the work aa well.
run down from the mountains. Recently
peared to the neighbors as being partly
A man by the name of Wm. Golden, there was a sudden and uncommonly
insane, and to this the cause is assigned.
heavy fall of rain there. Almoet without
The funeral took place on Thursday last. took passage on the steamer Muskegon to
any warning a wave seven feet high rolled
Chicago, on Monday night from Grand
down the Chugwater. A detachmentof
The Phoenix hotel has changed hands Haven, in ah intoxicated condition. All
the Third Cavalry encamped near the bank
this week, and fell back Into the hands of endeavors to get him to bed failed, and he
waa overwhelmed by the flood. The dry
its old landlord, Mr. James Ryder. Mr. finally fell overboaad or committedaul
bed of the creek, on which no water bad
Ryder is very well and favorably knownlglde, the truth of which la not known.
flowed for lix years, suddenly became a
among the traveling public and tbla com The second mate saw him fall, the steam
river fifteen feet deep.
munity, and hia kindness and affable man- boat was stopped to pick him up, bat he
ner will, no doubt, win for him as many conld not be found.' He leaves a wife and
Thb southern gold mines are rising
customers in the future, as be had in days children at Grand Haven.
again to prominence, the product of North
gone by.

Carolinafor the

fiscal year 1875-4

amount-

W. &

H.

ELFERDINK’S

Makes Custom Work a
NO.

22

RIVER STREET,

Holland. - -

-

The above Irat make a specialty of enetom work.
Guarantee aattefaction.Their price* are low
enough to compete with any honee in the eltv.
They keep constantly or. hand a choice varietyof
Ladiee and Children shooe and gnlten.

Repairing neatly done and at

Specialty.
D B

K.

VAN BAALTB.

Meat Market.
Ho. 70, Eighth St.

Short Notice.
W. A H. ELFERDINK,

St-ly
BOOTS a SHOES

Thla Meat Market la In Slnttor'aStore, twodoora
At a meeting of the Common Council
JBaat of L. T. Kantera*Book Store. We keep oa
ing to $10,885,000,that of Georgia to
band a choice aaaortment of frech meat#, and alto
A trip to Grand Haven Is pleasant at on Wednesday evening lost the following
$7,871,000, and that of South Carolina to
keep
this season of the year; her grand hotel, transactions took place, which are of gen$1,881,000—a total of $19,006,000. The
the Culler llouae, furnishesan attraction eral interest to the community: A petiFresh Fork, Salt Fork,
product for the year Just cloeed is supthat draws a great many guests from all tion waa presented by G. Van Putten and
and
every thing alae belonging to that line of
posed to be much greater. Eleven stampbnalneea. Fall welgbta and good quality la onr
over the United Htatea, who while away three others for an alley running north
atanding rale.
mills are now running near Dahlonega,
their time in fishing and boating, and the and south in the rear of Van Patten’s
Ga., and Boeton capital Is the dominant
maneuvering of those people gives Grand store, which was referred to the commitCome and Give us a Trial.
interest. . Labor is 75 cents a day, and
Haven a gay appearance, and enlivens tee on streets and bridges. The report of
JOHN VAN DIN BERG.
wood $1 a cord.
Eighth Stbebt, City of Holland.
their trade considerably during Hie sum- the Director of the Poor for two weeks
Holland, Feb. 94, 1877.
mer. The city authorities were at work shows having dtobnrsed $82 75 to sevenThb Ohio Republican State convention
repairing their wooden water-pipes,laid teen families. A message was delivered wae held in Clevelandon Wednesday last,
Ladies,
under the streeti to supply the Cutler by the Mayor to the council recommend- and after adopting n lengthy platform,by
House and the Fire Department. It ap- ing the passage of an ordinance relativeto which they iully indorse PresidentHayes,
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome fcObear inc
Gents,
grape vinca, 100 Current bnahea; Strawberries;
pears to us that it was a very poor aod a stricter observanedof the Sabbath,citing contraryto the expectationof the Blaine
expensive policy to lay wooden pipe— the laws, etc., and to prohibit all kinds of faction,the followingticket was nominatApp"'
necessaryrepair on wooden pipe making labor, business and excursions on that ed by the Convention:Governor, W. H.
IDBGEND,
HoiXAiro, April 191
them finally costly. Her steamboat day. The harbor board requested the West; Lieutenant-Governor,
Ferd Vogeler;
travelling facilities are first-classand give grant of fifty dollars for the use aa an at- Supreme Judge, W. H. Johnson; Attora lively tone the river aide. Her merchants, torney fee in their litigation,which was ney General, George K. Nash; Clerk of
tradesmen, and professionalmen are gen- granted. The Council adjourned to ipeet the Supreme Cubit, Dwight C. Rowell;
T AM antborUed to tell the Steam Tug “Gem
tlemanly to deal with and make a sojourn next Wednesday evening to act on the School Commissioner, J. T. Lukens ; Board Full line for the Winter trade. A on favorable terrna. Inquire of
MANLY D. HOWARD.
among them very pleasant
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
Bollaito,
Holland, Mick.
salary bill.
fof Public Works, A. W. Luckey.

E.

HEROLD,

FOR SALE.

Youth and

sis^T'

Misses Wear.

TUG FOR SALE.

b .

A SONti OF MtTNMEH.

tlium?

A

maniac.

BY VBOY. BLACKIK.

lifeless corpse, or

a raving

went? I

raved,

I screeched,I

fell to

the floor, rose again, reeled in maddencor- ing fury around my living tomb. I even

'

The Embroidery of

One

History. „

of the bits of history

MASKED BATTERIES.

mosbfamiliar

I did not shudder nor groan. AH
IfTn<i,i’1nlteeP
honor bright—
IU toll you* little rtory.Joo;
poreal sensation was lost in that of the meditatedself-destruction. I argued to Americans is Jackson’s1 battle of New
Something Uut happened to mo last night
Orleans, where, from behind his breastb» aia. I feH that death in some horri- the point with death. I quoted authorHere at tho maaquerade ball, you know.
Sing me
nong of nmnrapr,
work of cotton bales (a material which
For uiv heart is wintry Md,
ble shape was gathering its shroud ities to prove that suicide was justifiable
That glorious bright new-oower,
around me. In my excited state I imag- in some cases, and mine was a case in the enemy’s cannon could not pierce),
"Tio n uki H all nature glad I
ined that all w*a over with me.* How point My mind, weakened as it was, he repulsed with prodigiousslaughter She’s rather pretty— at any rate
Fond of flirting, and lam, too.
Ishonld I mf*t deatiij Da$H my brains hesitated to grasp at this mode of ending Paokenham’s veterans, fresh from their
.Aka lh« imrt In the radiant whole of thioga
European
viotoriee.
This
story of tlie
out against the iron-sided prison ? No, life, and there came up, at that moment,
Laura’s a friend of my SitterFan *
. Hay drown its little aorrow.
nry y a ACT
no; not Mjhile reason remained. If I a small, childlike voice, saying: “Hope rampart of cotton,, as related in both
Stne me a eong of eunnner,\X l 1 fUl
were to lie down with my face pressed to —hope on 1” . Was it a voice, or was it English and American histories,is, howTheir dressesfor masqueradingin.
When Ood walka forth in light,
ever, purely apocryphal.Its origin
the floor, and remain there quietly, shut merely imaginationconjuring up sounds
.And Hi'readrtHtoglowing mantle
v
seems
to
have
been
the
fact
that,
many
The ball was lovely,the eoatumca fine,
O’er thb blank and the gray of night;
my eyes and keep out the oppressive to soothe me? “Hope!” I started! a
And either dancing or Iced champngr*find where He cornea, Hit quickeningtouch
days before the battle of Jan. 8 (for
darkness,
might
I
not
sleep
?
I
threw
new light seemed tq enter my soul, and
Revived the inBcnaatedead,
Cant a*3 which, but expect the wine—
Jackson’s
troops
had
been
working
Just
a littleconfusedmy brain.
/Add the numbed and froten puke of things
myself full length on the floor, for, as I illuminatethe Cimmerian darkness surBeats music to HU tread.
steadily at the intrenohments since
have already said, the safe was a large rounding me. I lost all consciousness,
So meeting Laura— a gypsy maid—
Christmas),about fifty cotton bales were
one, in the hqpe th^t sleep or suffocation and fell as if dead.
Knew her at once by her dress, you eee—
Bing me a song of anuuner]
token out of a ncighljormg flat-boat and
I took her out for a promenade
With hU bannersof golden bloom,
would end my mental suffering. The
On the piaua alone with me.
That glorious bright new-comer.
thrown into a line of earthworks to indensity of the atmospheremust natuWho bears bleak winter’sdoom,
How long I lay thus I had no knowl- crease its bulk. About a week before
44 Flirted ’i Said,! was deep in Jove,1
'With bannersof gold and of silver,
rally produce the latter result. No, no;
edge, when I came to myself it was to the assault, in a preliminaiyskirmish,
And wines of rosy dUplay,
Bad^worahij^eil
the ground she trod,
here
was
no
atmosphere,
for
that
was
inVowed .. ________ ____ V|
And verd uon§ power In hU path,
hear a dull sound ns if some one was as Walker tells ns in his “ Jackson and
Did sho return it 7— a word, a nod 7
visible,elastic fluid, which surrounds the
When ho comes with the prido
ido of tbs May,
strikingthe safe. Was help at hand ? New Orleans,” the enemy’s bolls strikearth, and presses by its weight the asThen
came
a
grating
sound—
tlien a ing one of these bales knocked it out of
The fair head dropped In assent ; and I
what be oatnes with his genial sweep
semblage of aeriform vapors. Here was shock— then came a louder sound, as if
Snatched off the mask— with rapture kissed her
O’er the barren and bare of the scene,
the
mound,
set
fire to the cotton, and
A peal of laughter was my reply,
no air— no vapor, no motion, no sound, from the explosion of gunpowder— a
.And makes the stillearth to wave
sent
it
flying
about
to
the
great
danger
By Jove 1 Old boy, it was my sister.
With an ocean of undulant green
atmosphere, to produce cither of these
flash, as of lightning. It came into the
"With flourishof leafy expansion,
of the ammunition. All the bales were
agents of the universe. No ! Death was safe and for on instant the whole space
Laugh at me, Joe I Don’t spare my pride
And boast of luxuriant bloom,
consequently removed. “After this,”
Nor mind my feelings— I feel so glud
And the level of life as it triumphs
far away, yet I felt as if the very silence
was illuminated. What could it mean? continues the account, “no cotton-bales It was my sister, not Laura Clyde
O’er the dust and decay of the tomb.
was killing me. The buzzing of a fly,
HeavensI What an escape I bad
Was it a dream? No! no!— reality! were ever used in the breastwork.The
—Vanity Verm.
w
the hum of a bee, or the soimd of that
fhng me a song of summer
The safe-door was thrown open, and as mound was composed entirely of earth
mysterious insect whose peculiar imita<> God ! what a glorious thing
I rolled out on the floor of the counting- dug from the canal and the field in the
Is the march of this mighty new-comer
tion of a time-piecegives it the name of
PITH AND POINT.
house I again became unconscious.
With splendor of life on his wing
rear. The experiment of using cotton
the “death watch,” even that superstiWhen he quickens the pulse of creation,
and other articlesin raising the embankAnd maketh all feeblenessstrong,
tious pleasure was denied me.
The center of gravity— An undertakWhen I came to my senses I was sur- ment had been discarded.”
TUI it spread into blossomof beauty,
er’s nose.
There
came
a
change,
sudden
as
it
was
And burst into pnaus of song
rounded by four flerce-lookingmen—
Again, for eighteen years after this
alarming. The brain began to throb.
Gen. Hedemoff would be a useful
one
was
bathing
my
head,
while
another
battle
it was gospel with us that the
Sing mo a souk of Hiunuier
The heart beat in unison. I felt its deep
man
in Armenia now.
was holding me in his arms. What British officersat dawn “ promised their
Thoi
mgh ioy hfurt be wintry and snd,
pulsations ; I heard its deep, heavy thud
The thoughtof this bleeped new-comer
Exercise in moral comparison—Glet
could it mean ? I was saved, but how troops a plentifuldinner in New OrShall foeter the germ of the glad.
against my breast This I say I heard,
on; get honor; get honest.
and by whom ?
leans, and gave them ‘ booty and beauty
'Neath the veil of my grief left me cheriab
for it was part of myself. No other
The joy that ehall rush into day,
They were burglars who came for the as tlie parole and countersign of tne
Dogs are faithful ; they will stick to a
sound outside of my own person could
When the banc of the winter ahall perish
purpose of plunder. They told me so; day,” In 1833 Gen, Lambert and four bone after everybody has desertedit.
In the pride and the power of the May.
have reached me there. I felt a pain in
and instead of money they found fthat
British officers, who had been en^ The Chinese adieu is “ Cliin-chin,”
my head and brain ; not an ordinary they took to be a corpse. They stood other
gaged in tlie lucklessexpedition, denied and so is a good share of tlie American
pang, but one that struck at the base of
apart— wliispered—seemed to hesitate this story, which accordingly has meas- ado.
A SIGHT OF HOBROR.
reason. Death was coming ! Welcome!
how to act. The safe was opened; the urably vanished out of history. The abAnd I laughed the wild, unmeaning owner was there at their mercy. Weak surd fiction of the “booty and beauty ”
The man who wrote of experiences
I have passed through many a trying
laugh of the maniac. And yet I was not
sweet as a morning dream slept inside
ns I was, I at ouoe discovered the cause watchword reappears,however, at inter•scene in my life, scenes wherein danger
mad, but so near it that had not reason
of a fly or mosquito net
of their hesitation.
lurked and death smiled grimly. On
vals in our own civil war, ascribedto
told me it was approaching apoplexy I
It is supposed that Kosciusko fell on
water and on land I have stood, as it
“You came,” I said, “to rob me, in- Gen. Beauregardand other Confederate
would have been raving. Welcome” ap- stead of which you saved my life. The officers.
Freedom, or else why did Freedom
were, face to face with that dread of the
I
hum an race. On the mighty ocean, oplexy! It, however, came
amount of money which you would have
Our ancestors, also, used to enjoy the shriek when Kosciusko fell ?
rolled over and over in my limited cell
when our fair bark was tossed as if it
obtained is no considerable sum; it is story of Putnam’s exploit at Horseneck,
Good partners at cards— A chimney
I screamed j I yelled and shouted for
were a feather, I could gaze upon the
there— there in that second drawer from where he escaped from a party of Ty- sweep and a bugler. One can follow
help, and yet all the while I was perfectsurging billows with awe, sye, frith venthe right Take it— divide it between ron’s troops by forcing his horse down soot, and the other trumpet
ly conscious of what I was doing. Death
eration— for there amid the roaring of
yourselves, and take it with my Blanks. a flight of seventy stone steps (another
A little girl was suffering from the
was playing with me! I prayed, too,
the tempest, the lashing of the waves, I
You see I am very weak— the excite- account swells them to a hundred) that mumps, and declared that she “felt as
but did not curse. No, no ; for if I am
saw the power and might of that Diety.
ment caused by incarceration.”
formed the stairwayby which the vil- though a headache hod slipped down
to die — thus I reasoned— let me die in
Death amid the storm and tempest,
One of the men approached me and lagers ascended to the church on the into her neck.”
peace with God. These thoughts, the
the flashes of lightning and the roaring
said : “We are robbers ; we are in your brow of tlie hill. This is the narration
result of my early religious education,
Johnnie’s big sister doesn’t part her
•of the thunder, had no dread forme.
power, but we are not murderers. ' We in Peters’ “History of Connecticut,” a
hair in the middle, because of a cowkept my soul intact with Him who had
To die thus, amid the war of the elecame for money, but
”
book which Dwight calls “a mass of lick, and Johnnie asked : “ What makes
the best right to it.
unaats, would be a glorious triumph over
I interruptedhim.
folly and falsehood.”Tlie story of the
your hair squint?”
I endeavored to be calm, strove to rearfow death
“No hesitation, sir; it is vours— my stairwayis sheer fabrication, founded on
son
myself
into patience, and wait the
“What’s a fellow to do, Doctoi. when
Wiiy should I write this sketch ? Why
free gift— take it.”
the fact that common stones here and
coming day. Day! alas! what to me
he’s
iu company and has nothing to
describe a ni^ht of horror the rememHe then joined his companions, con- there aided the villagers to ascend the
brance of which, although many years was day ? For here all was night. But sulted awhile, then came to me and hill ; yet there exist pictures of Putnam say ? ” “He should tay it quietly, ” rereason failed. It had no argument to
plied the Doctor.
have passed away, makes me shudder
said:
"
charging down a long tier of steps, as
confute facts. Death was here and I
still ? Is it because it lives in memory,
The difference between a sailor and
“ Suppose, sir, that we were detected? well-defined and regular as those of the
had to meet it. But how? Alas ! alas
like some horrid specter ? It may, howCapitol at Washington, while the dis- an adulterator of tea is, that one is a
Our
entrance
may
have
been
observed—
that mystery was yet to be solved. All
ever, tend to withdraw the mind from
the money found upon us— the condi- comfiteddragoons at the top pour in a toiler of the sea, and the other a soiler
of the tea.
that one fearful episode in my life, was so still, so silent, that my faculties tion of this safe— thus, you see, upon volley that does not harm him.
which, like a dark shadow, keeps out all were benumbed. I remember wonder- such evidence we would be convicted at
A partial parallel to this exaggeration
A proud and devoted wife, whose hus•sunshine.To teat theory, I send you ing if the voice of the Deity could be once.
may be found in the current descriptions band had got a joo on a cellar excavabeard in that dreadful place. Was this
'this sketch, for the memory of that night
“ Will you place that chair before the of “ Sheridan’s Ride ” at Winchester, a tion, explained his abtence by saying he
blasphemy? Perhaps it was; but I
‘of horror. »
table
and help me to it i lam com- a solid exploit, brilliantlytouched up in had gone to Wheeling.
was not then accountable for either my
tike a drop that night and day
pletely unnerved. Seven hours in that Buchanan Reade’s verse, concerning
In concluding an article on the last
words or actions. I was, for the moBaSfi oold and cwiaelivu, wears my heart away.
which last the great cavalry General is corn crop, an Alabama editor remarked,
safe nearly killed me.”
ment, mad.
The State-Houseclock had struck
The chair was placed as ordered— tlie said to have jocosely remarked that if the “We have on exhibitionin our sanctum
I took off my coat and made a pillow
eight when the clerks left the office. I
man who had spoken assisted me to it. bard had seen the horse he never would a magnificentpair of ears.”
remained alone, as I had some import- of it, Sleep ! Oh ! if I could only I took paper and pen, and, while those have written the poem. —Galaxy.
“ Are those soaps all one scent ? ” inant business to transact, with which the sleep, and, in forgetfulness,escape the four stalwart, desperate men gazed upon
quired a lady of a juvenile salesman.
clerks had nothing to do. I locked the horrors of my waking moments. Sleep me, I wrote the following :
Summer Diet.
“No, ma’am, they are all 10 cents,” refront of the office, and for one hoar I was impossible. There was a constant
“For valuable services, I pay these
plied
the innocent youngster.
was busily employed at my work. In buzzing in my aars, acute pain in my four men (for the soul of me I could not
Dr. W. H. Vail publishes an article on
one corner of the counting-housestood head— a vertigo that drove me again to write gentlemen) the sum of $1,500. summer diet, and starts with the followIt does not follow that tlie acquaintmy mammoth safe— a huge affair. I my feet, and I reeled roimd the limited They rescued me from a most horrible ing argument: “God, in His provi- ance of bandy-legged men should be
prided myself on being the owner of the space in a whirligig for life. I struck
sought more than others, because “ A
death, for which, in addition to this dence, has stocked tlie polar region with
friend in kneed is a friend indeed.”
Arturo. I could stand upright in it and my head against the side of the safe. I
the
seal,
the
whale
and
the
bear;
all
tlie
sum, they have my most heartfelt
arrange my books and papers without felt no pain, for there was a madness in thanks.
personification of fat and oil— while vegeThe gentleman who put his hand into
stooping.* It was a small house or an my acts, with just suflicient reason to
tation is comparatively unknown. On another gentleman’spocket and withdrew
[Signed]
iron tomb, just as fancy might determine. add to the horrors of my situation. What
“Take that paper, sir, and, if any- the other hand, as you approach the the other gentlemau’spurse pleaded
Near the safe stood an old-fashioned, could I do now but rave and yell, calltropics, oranges, bananas, lemons, and that he was overcome by his feelings.
thing should occur, come to me.”
rickety book-case ; a large, ponderous ing for help, well knowing there was no
Thus was I saved, but it was many all our luscious fruits greet you on every
A Paris correspondent writes about
piece of idrniture. The safe door, help at hand ! Why did my senses reweeks before I recovered from the ef- hand, and vegetation runs wild. This the dismemberedportions of human
when upfehed, came within a few inches main to torture me thus? Why uot go fects of that night of horror. —Jlartpyrd dispositionof providence teaches us— bodies that are constantlybeing picked
.of it
mad and commit some fearful act to end
what our appetites confirm— that in cold up in the Seine. For that matter, at
'limes.
ft is necessary to mention this book- my misery? Because I was in the hands
weather our diet should consist mainly this season of the year, any number of
taise, for had it not been there the adof One who has issued his canon against
of oily substances,or such food as is big tows can be seen coming down the
A Shrewd Swindle.
venture I am about to relate would never self-slaughter.I trusted to Him. I
converted into fat by the process of Hudson. — New 1 ork paper.
have been written.
started to my feet. My head struck the
One of the latest and shrewdest digestion; while in the summerwe should
An old colored preacher was lecturing
I was inside the safe, putting in its top of the safe, and I was dashed back schemes of swindle lately took place in select such articles of diet as are not conplace the last book, when there came again to the floor. Again I shouted, Cleveland,Ohio. A stranger appeared vertible into fat.” Dr. Vail adds that a youth of his folla about the sin of dancupon my ear the cry of “tire !” followed again I laid flat on my face and called at a saloon, having in his possession vegetables, tlie edible parts of which ing, when the latter protested that the
by the rush of engines dowu the street. on death to Come and end my woes. The several boxes which ho claimed con- ripen underground,men as potatoes, Bible plainly said : “There is a time
to danoe.” “Yes, dar am a tima to
I listened for a minute, ami was in the shoot
in flqti $nbfilg tained valuable jewels which he would carrots and parsnips, are heat-producing,
act of leaving the safe, when— oh, hor- sounds, which died away, leaving the like to. keep safely for a time. For this while those that ripen above ground are dance,” said the dark divine, “and it’s
ror I— thereioaine a crash Ahe book-case silenoe tenfold greater. ] fLjke -the'dapk- purpose lie engaged a room and had the cooling. The latter, including especially when a boy gits a whippin’ for gwine to
boxes placed in it. He occupied the asparagus, lettuce, peas, beans, toma- a ball.”
fallen against the dbot of the safe,
We heflrd one of our bachelor friends
and ite spring was caught iu the intrie felt. ‘ r room a day or so, and then left, leaving b e»,com, and all fruite, should be freely
felt— felt it iu my heart— felt it in my the things there. In the course of a day or eaten. Meat should not be eaten of tener singing the following touching solo the
workings of. the. huge kck
so he returned,saying that he had been than twice a day, and lean is preferable. other day. Guess his “ Arabeller” is
8. was -tlvis indoied in ^ Jiving tomb, brain— it was pressing me to death
Had I nothing else to think of but my- detained away by business,but would He particularly recomrnendb tomatoes.
all right :
and -as the dread sound echoed through
the safe I knew it was the knell of my self? Readob I have given my .own pay for the room just the same. While
TSStfnieller,
Heath. For a moment I stood utterly mental and 1 physical sufferings while he was making thteexphinationa second
And, KoodnoMl G bn
Japanese Damsel’s Toilet.
Gan’t aho love a feller
wmfmmded. nud when the true state' of entombed. I vrm uot selfish even; I stranger, who spoka very broken En.If.
Her eyes arc black,
Tlie toilet preparations of a Japanese
my situation was raalij*! uo tongui
analyzed my own feeliugs, and seeming- glish, appeared and called for a drink.
And pink her aaieUtr ;
ly forgot others outside of the tomb. He had no money but would like to sell damsel are of no light consideration, and
And, goodncsH
ktaf of ‘rnyfeefinfeA___________t
Can't nbe hug a feller
What, describe other sensations— sensa- the large diamond cross which he wore. to be in good time for the feast she must
i;
Her check* ar* rai,.' *lii
in an iron coffin— all sound dead I The tions that sprung from pictures I could Tlie first stranger examined it, and said be up and dressing long before the sun
. Hor hair le ycller ; «
sent forth, as if it could be ever not bring my mind, to contemplate? that as an expert he -should regard the rises from behind Fuji, the great sacred
And, goodnees!
mountain.
The
long,
coarse
tresses
of
Pictures
home—
wife
and
cross
as
worth
at
leaat
$4,000.
The
price
.
;j
j . Cfn’tahekiaaafoUor!
heard, came back in reverberatingechoes.
of the article was $200, and if tlie saloon black hair must be washed, combed and
‘ Then again all was still— still as death, children— friends— all these seemed, in
One cold and stormy election day
keeper would let him hate that amouut greased till the head shines like a knob Judge Story felt it hi* duty to go to the
aGot my voice was hushed ! The few mo- my state, as only adding to my mine
ho would at oned go to the bank, draw of polished black marble. The cheeks polls. He ordered his carnage, but just
mtatfl that had passed since my incarce- for I was doomed, and they were for
some money, and return him $500 for the must be rouged to the proper tint, the as he was getting iu, turning to his colration seemed as though many years.
favor. The money was furnished,with throat, neck and bosom powdered— care- ored driver, he said : 1 Have you voted
How would I die? Raving mad, perhaps, or by immediate Suffocation.AlI even magnified my suffering so that the exceptionof $17, and the two strang- fully leaving, however, on the neck yet ?” “ No, Massa Story; I was waitTiwuiy I felt the presenceof tlie oon- memory might be silent I could not ers departed— never to return. It took three lines of the brown skin of the own- ing to drive you first." “ Well,” re« leased air acting on my brain— already contemplate ^ mi exoitemanttwo die- their host but a few minutes to see that er, in accordance with the rules of Ja- plied tlie Judge, “and who do you inhe had been victimized,and he rushed panese cosmetic art. Tlien the eyebrows teijdj to vote for?” “I shall vote for
:l felt the blood rushing in tumultuous
for the boxes of jewelry, only to find must be carefully rounded and touched A.,’* answered the driver. “ Well,” conwave* to my head ! To tlie thu»^ strugwith black, tlie lips reddened with cher- tinued tlie Judge, laughing. “I should
. gling for life in an iron vault, was awful.
object— self-preservation. I would strive them filled with stones.
ry paste, with a patch of gilding in the vote for B. ; so yon may put up the carI calculated the hoars, the minutes and to live— live for those who were even
center.
When all this has been done, riage again, and we will botn stay at
• seconds before lh« time of the opening
now wondering why I was not with
Composition on the Rabbit.
tlift Mui then titan the key of the them. Reader, I strove as hard to for- Rabbits is generallyabout the size of and she gets together a proper allowance holne and pair off our votes.” gI'I;
of pocket-handkerchief paper, her tosafe— great Heavens I-j-it was iu my get wife, children and friend§ as I did to
a cat. They ain’t so useful to catch
The ‘4 Brcver* ” should to Malta " go,
pocket, and 'there was no duplicate.
master my dread of the horrible death rats as a cat, but they will pull tlie bark bacco pouch, pipe and fail, she sallies
The “ Boobie* all to “ Sdily,”
forth.
The ‘'Quakers ^ to tho 44 Friendly Isles,”
Bears and hours must pass away be- awaiting me. Understandme. No one
off a grape vine awful quick. I had a
The ‘'Furriers"to4* Chili”
i fore the safe could be opened. Opened placed as I could think of the past, presTho littlesnarlingcaroling 44 Babes,”
rabbit once, and he gnawed the bark off
In
Thoraasville, Go., a man who had
'by whom? The man who made it. I ent or future with any degree of calm- my grandfather’spear tree, and he got
That break our nightly rest,
SUould be packed off to 44 Babylon,”
ikad no partner in the business; my ness. The reasoning faculties succumbed mad, and kicked the stuffin’ out of him been suffering with cancer in the mouth,
To
Lapland ” or to 44 Brest,*'
and had been pronouncedincurable by
tderka would not suspect that anything to physical excitement; they became anFrom 44 Spithead ” cook* go over to Greece,”
and I skuh him. Rabbits’ears is long his physician,became much depressed,
And,
while the 44 Miser ” wait* .
luad occurred, and they would not at- tagonistic, and, ^although I endeavored
so you can pick ’em up easy. A rabbit and determined upon suicide. He went
His passage to the 44 Guinea” coast,
tempt the opening of the safe until they to separate the two, I became more conSpendthrift*” are In the
*traU*,”
often has red eyes, but if a girl had red about his self-destruction
in a very
bad heard from me. How iu Heaven’s fused. I could think of nothing but my
Spinsters” should to
Needle* ” go,
eyes she’d look bad, you bet. Me and methodical and business-likemanner.
---------“ Wine-bibber*
” to 44 Burgundy,
name could that be? Never, never own position. Beyond that, if I at- another boy done up some hoss-radish
“Gourmands” should lunch at “Sandwich Isles,’
All his creuitors were conferred with,
would they hear the sound of my voieei tempted to ao, I foresaw madness. Bo,
Wigs ” at the Bay of Fundy,”
in a cabbage leaf and give it to Mr. and all paid up, even those to whom the
44 Bachelor* ” to the 44 United State*,”
again ! I was there— death’s prisonerin to avoid all that, I centered all my
Hncketfs rabbit to eat, and he jumped amounts were not due. He proceeded
“ Maid*
to the 44 laic* of Man ;”
an iron vault ; they knew it not, nor thoughts on one purpose — self-preserva- over a clothes-lineand run into the
Let “ Gardener* ” go to 44 Botany Bay,”
Ibisurely
and
deliberately
to
set
his
. even imagined such a horrible coutiuAnd “ Shoeblack* ” to Japan.”
tion. To accomplish this I could not, kitchen and upset a bucket of syrup all
house in order preparatoryto taking the
Thus emigrate— and misplaced men
gency could be attached to my absence. even in thought, go beyond my prisonover his hair, and he was a sick-lookiu’ fatal step. He even made his own cofWill then no longer vex us,
Even if it were so— even when the safe house. Why
even at- rabbit, and don’t
And then all who’rc not provided for
V proceed—
___ why
___
uuu V you
JVU forget
XUi C|/ it I’d fin. After completingall necessary arHad
better go to “Texas.”
- eras opened, bow would I appeal- to
tempt to describe the sufferings I under- rather lie a dog than a rabbit. "
rangements he coolly cut his throat.
—PhiladelphiaPrtu.
•
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which contained property, and largely
remittances in some shape or another.
Forty Day* Crossing the Atlantic in a In about 20,000 cases the
the inquiry
i
and
Whaleboat— A Hazanlods Undertaking search made for these letters proved sucSuccessfullyAccompUsited.
cessful, leaving, however, more that
,

[From the Boston (Hobo.]

The

40,000 lettersunaccounted

CaA

Crapo and Tvife in
at Penzance,
alter an AflantiO' foyage of fofty days,
has already been chronicled. The boat
is a little more than nineteen feet and a
half long and six feet and a half wide,
built generally after the whaleboat model,
but with more “ sheer ” and broader And
deeper than most boats of her class.
Her foremast is eighteen feet from, the
deck, and her mainmast seventeen! feet
high. She has a foresail, mainsail/ and
a square-sail and staysail to take advantage of light winds. Of course the little
vessel was made in the most substantial
manner, so as to ride out the rough seas.
arrival of

the whaleboat

New Bedloid

M

Possible.

; No Agreement

t-

last

$5

and keep on together, and
Policeman O’Connor reinforced him with
persuasiveef

j

of the pithatt

CONSTIPATION

the policemen
both agreed on this brief outlin

• * >- rw H r.1
voyage the water often came over the
“ Decosta makes wagons, a few miles
deck. Capi. Crapo steered sittingin the
out ffom Milwaukee. Two years ago he
after-hatchway,fmd was protected by a
canvas hoot in rough weather. Of

TUB

!

Nothing U so unpleasant,nothing so common as had
u*4
ln ,104r*yevery case it come* from the stomach, and can be so easily corrected if you will take
Simmons Liver Regulator.Do not neglectso sure
a remedy fur this repulsive disorder. It wifteleo Improve
jour appetite, Complexion end General lleslto.

iin.

_

A

boat
Three heavy gales were experiencedduring the passage; apd for fifteen days the
two paaBongera were compelled to, w}4
for the violence of the storm to subside.
A good deal of their clothing was washed
overboard, and much discomfortwas endured; but the little craft rode out the
storms nobly. Several tames the venturesome Captain and his wife were
spoken, and there was an agreeable ad-

A-PAVattegg,. Witts wanted. Outfit aad
terms free. TRUI'. A CO., Augusta, Maine.

$360
EEVOL

STATE

Address J.B

$5937

THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

-- ^-ORGANIZE!1SI0-*

where a costive

r^fb^va^T11”

course,

Q

j7

Majlu by
• |< Jan-TTrltb.
r.iithVuV;!c.c. ^niaAeNirVe*
/IdrcM < j;. l.Hnjto*, raH«fO.

niy

fbr Fhyslrlanai.fipwtc
gat them. Send stamp UtR.
K.

bEAVixTE.ClnqtnytU).

wWeW-wheel

261, 262, 263 Broadway.

as it
health

__

to eat er
can be expect
is

wdirtne S6ft was'very high the
was allowed to lie to, with a drag.

IN

ao-

ire

cum

$20

INSURANCE COMPANY, DIPLOMAS

quite

.....

$12
™I4

iXF*JS

!

demands the utmost reKiimntjr of
the (towels, and any deviation

marital history :

Un 1TED

to

zF&nst

CTiJSC?

week. Entire satisfaction
given or limner rt.ndS

BAD BREATH

differences

840

ag£g

$56 8 <77 ^V,aLTO.

e:

The Detroit Tribune tells this story : STlitci
Irer,Stomach and
“ An interesting scene occurred in the [
te the Liver and
Detroit and Milwaukee depot yesterday, prevent
before a small audience of sympathetic
mid saddened spectators,resiiltipg in
the separation or airiari named D^costa
and his spouse, even while on their AND NAUSEA.
travels. Policeman Kinney endeavored
their

howto make it.
V>AdVandmihMe.COK. YOAUEd- CO..SI. LohU.Mu

normal
school
Valparaiso, ikdiana.

PURELY VEQCTABLE.

for.

f week In your own town. Tenns and 96 oatfll
nee. H. HALLKTT A CO.. Purtiand, M*iua

P

O

«4»

Tim Northern-Jndirtua

icwe.

R

R

Th'
neaa. and nothing will cure you an speedilyand permanentlyaa to take biUMOKs' Lives Reodlatoeot Mei>-

-
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ASSETS, $4,827,176.52

than tliat now; He is 24. * Last fall he
I
SURPLUS, $820,000
gave way to jealousy, and she gave way
This distressing afflictionoccursmost frequently.Tlie
—
worth fpnt
disturbance
of the stomach, rising Iromttie Impwfectly
EVERY
APPROVEb'FOftM
OF POLICY
to wroth, ambsiie went
to Byraouee, N.
digestedoonteht*. causes a severepant In the head,
ead, acCatalogue
free.
"
J
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS
Y., to live with her mother again. Re- comipaiiledwith di.
itutes
Ammun tK*Ubllshed 1830.]
what is popularly
he recently he wrote that life was dark to him
a da
OKNl) A POSTAL OARD for .li»§crlpf1onfind «zt|»
without her, and he would forget the f lEunrtACToRiujoatx mr l H
l U
, ,
past and come to her. Her mother
J. H. ZEILIN & CO.,
said :' Yes, my daughter, by all
PHILADELPHIA.
meansJ . $P lie went to Syroouae, and
^Prlcc, SI. 00. Sold by all Drugr.lsls.
MATURING IN 1877
they'Hnftwl together tof^Milfcmkee.
Ch)cay»^or Cedst Rapids, Iowa.
•J-.qu B
Coning through fWiadft .yesterday, , a
'Lri-u nyvulty
dition to the provisions of the New Bed“The Beet Polieh in the World.1*
gentleman On the seat behind her offered
ford at all such meetings. Capt Crapo
and exceptional
her a pictorialto look <it. She smiled,
kept his longitude regularly by dead and took It. ShC gazed around on him
ON PJtFSENTATION.
strength of its perreckoning, arid' did not go far out of the and said, ‘ How warm it is;’ and he alJAMES
BUELL,
- - PRESIDENT.
funa^ane the paodtregular course of the transatlantic steamr> v.
lowed it wsff* yci'v^ lyai in. Then Jio
ers. His wife wns 'tis enthuSitistftTfiastMld Wound pud tfiifiedtpe 'window pf
,iiau fascinattonsof
himself in tonwfa#;out the project, and
ttid'neatiidfini richer, and expreesad
thikv luxurious arIiis soliciting as to the proper amount of
to help tiro Captain, whoso leit nan on ad
tide, which hacacatmospheric contact with her fair cheeks,
become almost useless by constant steer- atid roaunuxl Ids' BCftt hshind her. All
'quired popularity
ing. At U o’clock .Saturday nighk
this tiffieJ Mr,. Decosta remained silent
hitherto unequaled
cotfct pf Cbmwfdl ww teen ‘by the worn*
and motionless beside Her. Bhe again
Warranted Hve Yssrs. Send for Piico-LlsU.
voyager*;And MW adveututous(Japtam
by any Toilet Soap WHITNEY A HOLMES ORGAN CO.. QUINCY, ILL
gazed languidlyaround, smiled, and reand his equally daring wife lauded at mrfrked to the stranger that this was
of home or foreign
Penzance Sunday morning. Wind and Canada, and he even went so far as to
weather favoring, they proposed to promanufacture.
admit that it was Canada. They saw
ceed to London yesterday, and doubtless him no moreftfter' arriving at Windsor ;
“ the merry mariners of England ” will
Tin* moNt ElevatPil. Fi'rtlleand Henltliv Lnhut tlie spirit of jealousyswelled sucntloiiN: clone to_Rallroadand Chicago Colony, *10
give them, a hearty welcome to the great
preme in Decosta’sbosbm till, on enteructes or noire only $ .2<i perr sere.
acre. Kvtr}/
Kt*n/ Settler
Set
<* ./.•
'
'
metropolis.
Hnh'ed. Send stamps for views, maps and information.
inf(
ing the depot on this side, it burst from
ItKAiKSkD T. Smith A 0O..2U2 W<sU«ht..Oilgagn
Of the BestI^{,nA^l^JC^nMrthe Greet UiUOM
its pent-up agony, and he wailed aloud,
The Hidden Rock in the Pacific.
1 Frailty thy name is woman !’ She told
The wreck of the Pacific Mail steam- him he lied ; that it wasn’t her name,
In easy Payments, with-Jowrales of Interest
ship City of San Francisco on a sub- and he knew it. Tlie dialogue waxed
SiECUBa: ir
merged rock off what is known as Tartar hot, till she strode around and
sHICK II
Full biformationsent free'. Address
siionls, on the Mexican coast, recalls an headed off a man who was just about to
O* ft DAYDS
incident which occurred on the Pacific buy a ticket to Milwaukee,sold him her
cure any e
Ii»nd Agent. ByR^Oinalm,Neb.
N. Eninw Kt.,
I*. Baltlniore.sfllf* Prl?e.~ME's
Mail steamship Chinn on the upward coupon, and started straight back for
pottaur free
fry at ores.
passage from Panama previous to the Syracuse, while Mri Decosta pursued
Hnltlntnre.
last trip of the ill-fated steamship. The his lonely way to Milwaukee, promising,
story is told by one of the pt ssengers of as they parted again, to send on her
Ajuitl-I*oxrlocAlo,
the Cliiha— a responsible and very in- feather bed before the nights grew cool
- OR
telligent gentleman, He says that dur- So she went east and he went west, leaving the night previous to the arrival of ing Kinney and O’Connor dismayed,
the China at Acapulco (when she must shocked, and saddened at the failure of
have been in about the same position as their missionary Jabors.”
Rev. J. P.
that in which the City of Ban Francisco
ITS Baltic Stuekt, Bbookltw, N. Y.,\
Answers t<y Correspondents.
Nov. 14, 1874. )
-k
I>ineaHf» Caused by Malarial II. IL Sxr.vwit, L»q.:
Deacon Sheldon was the inventor of For AllPoisoning
Dear S!r*-Fto\\i j>crnntikl Iitoeflt received by It*
of the Dhtxl.
A II nd red Symiifomemid Onr ('iire.-lbev*grating
^ _ ______
u*c, ag well as tiotu ptitouul kbowledgo of Uioso
the jointed fish-rod. The disadvantages
la scarcelv a symptom of any known diie.we which lb*
"bosn
em-rn rmrcliy niive teemed almost tnlrtcu- contirmaddyapapltcduw* not sxiwriontN).He is MHeva.
as if she had struck against something of a long pole for Sunday angling are
lens, I fan most heartilyand sincerely recommend tmrvo.is. lu* vl.dHit |uilp|tNlinna,uv In heart -Htaon. is
Mfllctodwith severe headiu'lM*,and I* tMtber cnoattGr. R. FINI.AY «Sc CO.,
hard. It was his firm belief that the too apparent for specification.— —Simon
the Vkouim: fer tho complnintu which ItiscUiuied
tinted or subjectlo dlnrrhu*! or d) <out*rw (litwihaiMa.
Krir Orleans, Prop**. to
JAMES P. LUDLOW,
vessel trembled from stem to stern. was the first circus man— ho was a leper.
K vary organ snd Unctionof rhelNxIy scmpusMae*whli,
LV.c Pwtor Calvary Baptist Cbttrch, ttie dlMosed. half- paralyzedspniinch. In sllsuthicaaa*137" FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Next morning, on the arrival of the vesIsle of Patmos is probably the
Sucramouto,Cal.
TurrantN EffervcspentSeltzer Apurlemt
sel at Acapulco, he inquired of the offi- Biblical name for Ireland.
Sevenafford*Immi-dlntn rpilnf: ofr.-f;ts. if p*irMr»red In a
cers what was the cause of the peculiar •teen-year locusts wear their shirts open
thorough rumjvntlonof thv 0,K»*-(ive organa, and
NATURE’S REMEDY.
UarivalW for the
storea t" hrelfhtui ndtvUy the « hu^ animal niaohlmww.
sensation he had experiencedIn the Con- in the back.
The marriage of a merToUrtanJ the Dtib.
lv»ld by >11
^
No srtlttcialand
duct of tlie vessel at the time referred maid to a lobster-fishermanis not legal
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BOUQUET

!

SIOVE POLISH

TOILET

Si!

ONLY FIVE DOLLARS

FloridaHomes

FOB AN ACRE !

'

A FARM FOR

1

.

HEADACHE.

$200,

liiai

NOW:

WILHOFT’?
—

FEVER AND A6DS

LTIDLOWWRITKS:

,

TOKTIO.

:

^

of

it

,f

A Warranted Cure!

cure.

—The

-

I

r

BABBITT’S TOILET SOAP.

-

|

to. He was then informed that the ves- when performed on shore. It must be
sel had not come into collision with any- solemnized by the Bishop of the sea.
thing, but that the singular phenomenon
Nebuchadnezzaralways took a pinch
was due to the fact that the helmsman of snuff before telling the people what
had lost temporary control of the ship. his name was. Then he used to get it
The China is a wooden vessel, and the “ Neb (sneeze) cuohud (sneeze) Sneezer.”
amount of friction on a rock which would —Hartford Globe.

-

_

tear an irreparable rent in the plating of
on iron steamship, such as the City of

The Southern railromls, whose poor
credit saved them from contracting
Son Francisco,might do her practically
great mortgage debts in the era of expanno damage. The conditionof the tide
sion, are now prosperous.
and other circumstances may have been
favorableto the China also. Since that
What Can lie Cared
voyage the China has not been in the Need not be endured, although what can’t
dry dock, consequently the hull has not nuuit be. Among the bodily ills unaceptible of
been subject to any examination.— A'an complete removal by that benign tonic and
aHeratiTe,Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, are
Francisco Bulletin.
general debility,malarialfevers, constipation,
dyspepsia, liver disorder,and nervousness.Its
remedial capabilitiesare, however, by no mean*
limited to these maladies.It* propertiesas a
blood deporont render it extremely serviceable
m expellingthe acrid iraptiritfeswhich pro-

An EngineeringTeat.1

A remarkable piece of work near Yuma, Arizona, on the Southern Pacific
railroad, is known as “ The Loop,” and duce those paiufnl disorders,rheumatism and
many persons come long distances to see gout, and its invigorating anil mildly stimulating
effect upon the kmneys and bladder constitute
it. In laying out the line the engineers it a useful medicine for impelling those organs
found great difficulty in reaching the to a complete performance of .their functions
summit without exceeding the grade to when they are weak and inactive. In fact, there
which they have been restricted. They is scarcely any disease of which weakness is an
accompaniment in which this admirable medileveled here and there? and found they cine cannot be Qtied with advantage,
could only accomplish it by widening a
tight, Well-Kalsed Biscuits, Bread,
a long distanceround, and making sevCakes,
and pastry digest easily and condnce to
eral bends in the track. Col. Grey
good health. Good health makes labor of all
found a way out of the trouble by mak- kinds easier, and prolongslife. Dooley's
ing the road form a loop or circle upon Yeast Powder will always make .all these proitself, the first attempt of the kind in ductionslight and wholesome. It is warranted
railway engineering. The road passes to make better, lighter,sweeter, more toothsome, and nutrition s biscuits,cake, bread, etc.,
at a certain point into a short tunnel and
than any other baking powder.
bends gentlv to the left, rising steadily;
Thirty years’ experience proves the
and as gently bending to the left, it goea
and on, till at length, as yon look GraefetibergVegetable Skills to be the mildest
mthereafrom
the rear platform of the train, you and most effective medicine ever known for the
yoursel directly over the tunnel, completecure of headache,biliousness, liver
find yourself
and discover; that the traqjt has made a Jiuriaintfr nervousness.fev«fV,snddiseases of
loop around ]the mountain
----- *
the one you! form arotmfiwith a thread. The desired elevation
has been gained, and the train has been
CHEW
headed in the samq- directionas whan it . l/CfTT^T
/»
*
emerged from thft4mnei/M ahnosiftf
Plug
actly above the former position. Pas-*
t ft t!
sengers are m the qui vivo to examine
'
Company,
this curious nt of engineering,the platNew York, Boston and Chicago.
forms are cr wded,:itod there ib 6h erupt 1 '‘U L.lf.
tion of headi from tne windows of the
Pond s Extract, tJsed aliki by tlie
cars, save an 1 excepting the one which medical :profc8Hi<m writhe people,lit holds a
position held’ bv no other medicinein this
is filled with, Chinese. John is never

^

«

-

‘

U

IdscmUv* odon to
loovcr common and

M

dsletorlouiingredl•nti. After yaan of
sdvDtlSctxperlatnt
the nunufacturer of
B. T. fiablitt',Bttt
Bomp hai ptrlrcud
snd new otlen to the

J'f.c

:

Wg

*

4n^ip>-EER&

w”“Sampl. box, containing* «ke» of 6 m*.
drew on receipt of 75 rent*. Addrm

B-

each,

tvst fri*

to

any

s<i<

+t#tsg!.T^.»ri4clt>'1

SWEET MID CHEWIM TQSACOS

The

best

Normal School
Ind.

^

Dub^IS

applications have been

mode

in

tl

e

United

See advc rtisement.

to the Brit-

ish Postoffice for missing letters,most of

FUSIONS

FOR MAW AND BEAST.
Established3A Team. Always curaa Ahsva
wady. Always bandy. Haa never yatfaU^ TMr%
miUioni Aar* tettii it. The whole world appsevBB
the gloriouaoldMustang- -tbs B«at and Obeepea*
Liniment in ariatanos 35 cents a bottle. Th*
Mustang Unimaat curia when nothing slse win.

_

IN,

ta

cun ho matin in throe month’
by any one, of .either sex. in *nj
part of Aie country, who Is willing
to work si<«Kltlyat tlie <MBpJeymeni
thskwe furnlali. Ai Mi per week In
your own town. You need not lw
•way from home over night. i You can give your whoU
wme to ttie work, or only your spare moments. We have
agent* who *?o making over «£(> pot (Ur at the bolt
ness. All who engage at once sun make money fast At
the present time money cannot ho made so easily and
rapidly at any other bunlness. It costs noflrlcg to try the

:

it

ROLLING CHAIRS.
-Eimer
/WTVin,

THE SUN.

Rev. O.

WALKER. SAYS:

T.

'

NEW YORK.

J’
PnoviDF.NCK, IL I., 104 Tjuxiit Stai.TT.
1877.
1877.
H. It/ Rtkvkns, Esq.
.
I feel bound to express with my signature the high
value I place upon yaur Vkoktink. My family haw
THE HUN continues to he thestmiunnsAdvocate <4
used it for the lust two years. In nervousdebility reform nod retrenchment,
canciiinHui, ana
and oi
of me
the unsimnMm
aubetltuttoaor.
eh
at steamspihlp.wi *
It is invaluable,and I mommend it to all who may
imbeoilityand '
need an invigorating renovating tonic.
ends for the government of tho peeBdehy-'
O. T. WALKER,
fprtbe people, as optioeed to aorsnammFormerly Pastor Bowdoin-aqoaroChurch,
belkH-bpxand in the owunting cl eiaee.
enforced_bv military vMenoe. II endeavors to aat»|y ft*
'.
Boaton.
reader*—•a body now not far from a nalftun of yoole eMM .
careful, complete and trustworthyannsiaer
currentevwiu.andem
and earafully aelected i
ents. Iu reportsfrom

'

>

INVALID EECLUTUtU

BOLD BY ALL MKD1CIWE VKffDKRJL

The Cheat Blood Putuncn

noteMuyeani^im theMittnie*

but

.

•

»w7mtsass'<rsas-

v

—

<

a

oc

urate

_

and

fearless;
the hatred
or by

•HAT

Send for
Ciroolar to
CO., NEW ILA

$1.00
CHAIR

Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.
The choicest household ornaments. Price
catalogue,

One Dollar each. Send for

JAMES

R.

OSGOOD

'

NOTHING-

$1.00

& CO.

EQUAL TO

the

or

encroacomonU

t&SSuSSLi

—ppmw.

--- k 5A centaaaonlh.ar
i or, with the Sunday. edMa* .

IT.

South Saleh, ILua., Nov. 14, 1876.
The Sunday
Mn. H. R. Stevens:
prtrf
’ •dUi00 $l0M'
9i.XO»*m
oat paid.
Dear Sir— l have been troubled with Scrofula,
9*»Pi •• breed i
Canker, and Liver complaint for three yeara Nothing ever did mo any good until I commenced using
Special Notice.— In order to Introduce To Bo
the Veoetine. I am now getting along first-rate,
and still using tho Veoetine.I consider there i.» more widely to the public, we will send THE WXXKL
nothing equal to it for such complaints.Can heartily

—

recommendit to everybody.
trulv, Mna. LIZZIE M. PACKARD,

. Yours

*i*bi

editionfor the remainder of the year, to
postpaid, for

No. 16 Lagrange Bt., Booth Sakai, Mass.

_

Jan-LMI

Half a Dollar. Try it

Addraaa

THE SUN,

N. Y.

CUy.

fcfiKSSbta?*
Gau be hnished as esay as nnmminc a Hsud kerchief.
Tne very beat, six for if I.OO.
h eep s CnstntB ShtnA— made n> meMore,

SANDAL-WOOD

An^l^nt set of KumbSoSld- Plate Ooilar and
SleeveKuttons given with each half dot. Keep’s 8hlrt>

!-n

«

GOOD FOR THE

CHILDREN

Boston Home, 14 TrtEn Street,)
Boston, April,1876. (

ECLECTIC! MEDK
ledncatUn j

d poritfVa remMykr nH dlMSMof tbe HfdMym.
Bladder sod Urlftavf Orffaoai ako. cm« la
Drepalcal Complalnta.It ntver prednaaa atete
neat, la certain and apeady la Us action. U 6b fad*
sapenedlacaUother nmadka. Six ty mmmdee sure Ite

t* «
H. R. Stevens
• Dear Sir— Vie feel that the children In onr home I lx or eight daye. No other medicine caa do tidn.,
have been greatly benefited by the Vkobtikk yon
Beware of Imitations, for, owlt« to tto enst
have so kindly given us irom time to time, cspeclallv
iBCCeea, many bare been offered;some ora mate dam
those troubled with tho Scrofula./
With respect,
.
gerous,causing pOea, Ac.

—

J Prepared by

.

H7MT STEVENS, Bogtoa. Mn»i.
Vegetme

is

•

,

.

^

NMYORMELL, Matron.

VEOETINE
GEM Men

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

NATURE'S REMEDV.

Mas.

dress

STAND-BY.

Wltne*H of tlie above ;
Mu-GLORGE M. VAUGHAN,
Mediord,Mass.

and all tra

_____

GOOD OLD

Me., Oct. 11, 1876.

Mn. II. It. Rtevexh:
Dear Sir— l havei«been alck two years with tlu
Liver complaint, und during that time have taken e
great many different tnedh inea, but uono cf lliem
did me any qo(*l. J was r. -tleea nights,ami had m.
appetite. Hineo taking the Veoetink I rest well end
relislt my fond. Can recyunnendtho Vkof.tinklot
what it has done for me. Yours respectfully,
Una. ALBLUT ItlCREU.

—

th&

Pound,

Rotrru

--------- - dct) ever maue, asaj our grocer lor inis,ana
each plug bear* oor bluo-etrip trsde nurk, with
words Jsckson’sBest
on it. Sold whnlrealnin- ell jotv
here. Send for sample W <5. A. d AOKMU.N & C’Ow
niuuniiieiiircre, reurreburm

co^Mtijy, or, perhaps, the world.

States is at Valparaiso,

SHE BESTS WELL.

see that

.

surprised all anything, and takes -the
world with The utmost serenity. He
cares nothin * for “ The Loop ” and its
surrounding ; ithl JjbtyeQ*
and ho sits a i deMure*y« ____
lliD
native village on the banks of the Yangtse-Kiang.—
Globe.* ----

THE

b|E Oreat Btoop PuJuncB

,

JMSOITS BEST

W

druggl-ta. _

Sold by all Dr^gists,

JDUNDA8

DICK &

c6.’S CraefoeSoft top.
ftadefaW,aofd nr
l!l
dteslar," tmi for om l* m mi* J

mUe, containingOff of
storm. Aik for
Woottorwren,
O.

If.

U.

Nm

nk

York.

Na 31

1

The Burlington“Hawkeyo" Kan’s Fourth
of July Address.

Why

are we assembled here to-day? To

endowed

rejoice that we are a free people,

with the inalienable rights of

FHCEHsTIX
Planing Mill.

Goto

life, liberty

Cheap* Cash
Store
—
—

and the pursuit of happiness in a long In re-bulldlng our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,
range. To rejoice that the precious boon
and heritage of freedom is ours, beOf tfo Most Approved Patterns;
queathed us by the fathers who fought, And wo are confident we can satisfy all wbc
want
bled and died, that I and mine and you
and yours might breathe the

air

freedom.

of

And we rejoice to day, we are j)roud and
happy and glad— glad that our fathers

FOR,

Planing, Matching,
Or.

BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS, CLOTHING,
SHOES AND GROCERIES.

Re-Sawing Done.

died for us instead of compelling us to die

WE HAVE

them. They were great, grand men.
In fact, they were many of them great
for

3DR/1T

grandfathers.
It is sweet

seems

how

to die

me that

to

I,

too, would gladly, oh,

my name

gladly, add

age.

my country—
would die sooner if it was

I

thought necessary, but

am

I

too

busy. But

I will either come or

me, and
Our

fathers died for

DOORS, SASH

H.

any sacrifices are

needed next Centennial, they

may

AND BLINDS,

W. VERBEEK &

come
crowd

dent’s policy, wrangling over the currency,

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

a dollar’s

worth of debt with ninety cents’ worth of

they bad to.

And

A

yet oars Is a gloriouscountry.

wonderful, magnificentooauUy. It
marvellous. As

Look abroad over our
land, turn the pages of history and see
what the mighty genius of progress has
wrought. But one short dentury ago the
corner stone of this mighty fabric was
laid, amid the thunder of cannon and the
rattle of musketry, canopied by the smoke
of battle and cemented with blood. A
little band of struggling, needy patriots,
half clad, poorly fed, with only a few
say,

is "nice.”

it

dollara in the national treasury. To-day

the sun of one hundred and one years
breaks upon the land— wherever it

isn’t

storming— and where do we stand ? A

bil-

-

it

patch come lagging

mao

and then have

fifty miles,

a

day or two

the des-

facilities for

Job

it

a kitchen fire and make a
balloon ascension out of the same can.
They had no United Slates signal service,
and never had forty-five rainy days in a
month, with a tornado every wash day.
Their wants were few and simple. They
didn’t need a great deal of weather, and
was

of

ing nre unequaled in this city,

the

a

share

and we are at
ed to

all

am

dally receiving

times prepar-

Spring Goods.
-

My

0-

Stock is Complete,

execute

Constating of all kinds of

A

and

large stock of well selectedWall Paper
window shades, which I sell at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
I

nal
not

eter-

JOB PRINTING

Give me a

and see

call

yourself, before

you go

for

any of them here.

I do not see

If

there are any present they will please rise,
for I

am

where.

RIVER & TENTH STREETS.

sell

Promptly and Neatly

—

— *v/ — —

*

„

jve Geese Feathers

IN

aSipecialty.

THE

man whose name is dear to all American
hearts— George W. Washington. By an
ingenious arrangement the Fourth of July

was so contrived by tho inventor that
would always

fall

on

missed it only once

a

rainy day.

It

I

with

in the past twelve

hun-

dred years, and on that once it hailed

J.

A

fact,

and Washington,when

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REIDSEMA.

Joslin&Breyman,

CLABK A GOODRICH,

^

PRINTING
LETTER HEADS,

SHAFTING,

Watches, Clocks,

TAGS, du

is

Hall lilne of Gold Peas.

once discovered praying

.judged that it was the only time any-

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.

like a
elected*

member of a

Holland, March

94,

City

From France and Germany a
us of

report

Etc., Etc.,

Etc intend

17.

1877.

15-ly

that of gas

quality.

“We

a

msy

be

those

atreet The cost to about half

and the

of

it:

All kinds of Color

and

Or-

are evidently on the eve of as great a

revolution in lighting, as

when gas

super-

seded oil lamps and tallow candles.”

„ „

Muskkoon,Sept. 8

I. P.

A.

CLOETINGH.

1875.

THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

1877.

GIVE

5.18

Attest:

A TRIAL.

THIBOUT.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

6— ly.

Millinery § Fancy Goods,
A

after this

date,

LADIES’

1

who buy

FURNISHING GOODS,

in

Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

sets or in large

E.

BUTTERICK A CO’S PATTERNS.

large supplies.

namental printing. Call and
G. J.

examine specimens and prices.

of

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks,

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware

full line

to devote to this line ol

quantities.

light is of the best

A German paper aays

The undersignedwlsheFto inform his old friend*
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchasedanew and complete line
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

GRAND RAPIDS MICH

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to

these electriccandles, it to claimed, a light

thrown on

BOOKBINDING!

of complaintfiled in said cause, by the Eighteenth
day Of SettUmUr,A. D. 1877, else the said bill of
complaint shall be taken as confessedby him; and
Street.
farther that this order be published, within twentv
days from its date. In (he Holland Citt Niws, a
Will bo pleased to see all bis old friends nndcusnew*p*perprinted and published in said County of
tomer* that require anything In the clothing line.
Ottawa, ana be published therein once in each week,
We make, ent and trim to order anything In onr
for six week* in succession ; such publication, how.
line according to the latest styles, and for the low
over, shall not s»o necessaiy, in case a copy of this
est possible prices.
order be served on tho said defendant personally,
at least twenty days before the time herein prescribed for his appearance,
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Examined, countersignedand entered by me.
A. A. Tract, Iteqitter.
US
A trne Copy of the original,on file In said cause.
I. P.
Alvskd A. Tract, RsgUter.

trade the necessary attention,

a

equal to one hundred gas jets

Drug Store.

—

s

new light that is to supersede gas in the street Sticks of charcqal, we are told, are surmoantedby an
isolating matter which, melting away, is
consamed by electricity.With two of
to

XT.

48— firao

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteenyear* of experience in setting ui> and repairing Engine*. Boiler*,
putting in Steam heating apparan^.PIpe-bullding
for *team, j a* and water, we will try and Klve »at-

-:o:-

Law Blanks,

From and
comes

Y

rales at the

Hairing Hsv Work, Sai Arbors, Shafting,

CROCKERY!

Handbills,

base-ball club to be

Presidentin these days.

32,

Programmes,

body ever caught him praying. He was a
brave good mao, but he dressed too much

pound

Repairing Neatly Bone

All Kinds of Spectacles.

laid upon the incident by all historians,it

the

70 Monroe

CARDS,

Valley Forge, and from the great stress

this State.

Has removed his business to

PRICE LISTS,

of

new in

N.B.— Dealers sup
plied at wholesale

ETC.,

IN

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

ENVELOPES,

for the capital of the United States.

at

CANDY

New Machinery f

Watchmakers $ Jewelers,
Silver Ware,

the past 30 years, but

T

Stalioiarj aid Portable Engines,

for
the County of Ottawa, in Chancery. At a sea.
*lon of *ald const, held at the Court House In
the City of Grand Haven, In said county,
K, on the
find day of June, A. D. 1877. Present, Hi
Ion. Dan
J. Arnold, Circuit Judge. Sarah E.WIIso
Wilson, Com
pi
____
_____
_____
______
____________
plalnant ts. James C. Wilson. Defendant.
Upon dne proof by affidavit,that Jamtfl C.
Wilson, the defendantin the above entitled cause,

STATEMENTS,

in use— For
New York for

PLEASAHT TO TAKE.

Mm),

STATE OF MICHIGAN, the CircuitCourt

DEALERS

sale in

ForSale by
or ounce.

owned

Order of Publication.

all

COUGH

Proprietors.

CLARK & GUODRICK.

BILL HEADS,

COUGH

CANDY

Holland, Mich., May

his power, was nominated by acclamation

Washingtonwas

W&lgh’a Cough Candy.

FLIEMAN.

Isfactlonto all that give n« a call.

COMMERCIAL

NOTE HEADS,

BRAAM.

1877, 16-*w

Mich., June 1,

FUIiLEYS, ETC,

grateful people never forgot tie
at a zenith

Holland,

The beat

'—'O

day. The Fourth of July was not the
only invention of this great and good man.
Re invented a name that will fit two-thirds
of the boys of every generation in America.

P.

neatness

all

Holland, March 80, 1877,

it

has

Call and See and trade to
your own advantage.

IIollami). September 1, 1875.

Setting up
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Matlrasses.

ELSE.

Warranted.

General Blackamithlng done
aad dispatch.

_

Fourth of July was invented by a

ANYWHERE

for

preparedto repair alf kfndsof °

wrong.

The

As cheap aa

DOLLARS CASH

Work

All

Heats

Fresh A Salt

This wagon I* the beat wagon In nee In thla State,
and the only alope-npolred wagon raanufac
lured. It la a bettor wagon than the Jack- '
eon Wagon, and I will sell them ju*t aa
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagona of my
own manufacture I will

Havbig^rented the machine shop and power,

am

willing to be corrected when I

Near the corner of

else-

fame. The men of ’70 are gone. I do
know where, but they have gone some-

where;

new

'

other place.

ground-

to

-

From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASKETS In the market, and cheaper than In any

simple habits, their sterlinghonesty, their

life

0

a

Meat Market,

etc.

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

always keep on hand a full stock of

OF FUSTS,

C

ALL KINDS OF

These men have passed away. In their

passed from

-

NEW FURNITURE. SIXTY

never made a mistake.

to principle, they

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

SOUTH BEND, HMD

hog, and that reliable weather bureau

grand patriotism, their unselfish devotion

VAN ZOEREN.

J.

187(1.

Ha$ opened np

Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.

your Patronage.

the undersigned,

New

to light

what they had was regulated by

.

FLIEMAN, PETER BRAAM

J.

Print-

had died of old age. They had no

kerosene lamps, and never knew what

a

, ,
Holland. JnlyM,

42-ly

MANUFACTURER OF

Call and see and give us

I,

Our

the

after

-

mrf warJat^01^ w#it ®f °* J‘ Htverkste *
W. BCTKAU,

TOTHE PUBLIC.

rail-

was to pay forty cents to send a

1876.

8o?s#

Also sole Agent for the

got to the

message

o

1877.

with less expense and trouble before they

ience

the Public that

trade.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupkll.

J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, March 10,
4-flm

roads. If they had they might have died

war. Our fathers never knew
the ecstatic pleasure of leaning out of a
car window and getting a red-hot cinder
as big as a pea in their eye before they
could look at a tree. They had no telegraph, and never knew what a conven-

JWARD.

promptneie and fair
deling they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all thoae who wlah to favor them with part of their

E. J.

Promptly Repaired.

JOB OFFICE.

—

THE

NT

FIRST

GIVE USA TRIAL.

Holland, Doc. 2,

lion dollars in debt.

Our fathers died, hut they had no

OF CITY HOTEL.

Tinware very Neatly and

WS’

I

The andwetoaedannounce* to

THE

E

—
Slibli,

beautifal carriages, enttar*.and
obtained at oui

belonging to oar line of baalneas.

“IsT

MEAT MARKET

lacm

have flammedtkalr new Meat-Market,and aw
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED. they
now ready to aupply their cnatomerswith all kinds

is

high school girl would

a

Wool.

for

all kinds of vehicles can always be
stable at reasonable rates.

The nnfierelffnedha* opened a hardware atore in
the old aland of G. J. Haverknte, where he will
keep conutantly on hand a complete flock of General Hardware,Stovea, Glaet, Naila, Farming Implementa.Carpenter'*Tools and everythingelse

Just Received at

and praying ao seldom that our
knees get maty, drowned out by rain, devoured by grasshoppers,they would, if
they bad it to do over again, live nine
thousand years, and only die then when
day,

viz

uM

Liraji Sail

BARX WEST

MATERIAL

money, talking politicstwenty three hours

a

Luivu

Hne howea and

they died for, quarrelingover the Presiand tome of them trying to nay

Sugar. Cash paid

Great bargains in

Hardware Store

ISTEW

ingly and gladly. But If they could
a

Style of Dress Goods just receired.

on

call

died will-

back to-day and see what kind of

New

of

Co.

send a hand.

ua. They

A Fine line

A

BOOTS

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on abort
notiaa.

I haven’t got time.

if

ZECILlSr

SPECIALITY.

to the list of the

great ani good, and die for
of old

STEAM

A

AND TUP! DRYING OF LUMBER
WR SHALL MAKE A

one’s country. It

for

HARRINGTON’S

E. J.

VAARWERK.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

L.

&

S.

TAN DEN "BERGE,

eiohtk street

ECOLLANU, MICH

